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Summary 

SUMMARY 
A TOF set-up was build, programmed and tested to investigate the electronic 
properties of CVD diamond. The setup consists of a tuneable laser, an oscilloscope, 
which registers the response trom the diamond samples on the laser pulses, and a 
computer that processes the signals. The diamond samples are of an extreme high 
quality. 
A first goal was to measure the transit time of electrans in the diamond, however, 
because of the limitations of our set-up and the very high mobility's of electrens and 
holes in diamond, this appeared impossible. That is why we focussed more on the 
post transit current. These currents arise from trapped electrans that are freed in time 
and again participate in the charge carrier transport. The deeper the defect, the 
langer it takes befare the electrans are freed, the slower the post transit current will 
decrease. 
There are several diamond samples investigated to get an idea of what happens with 
the post transit current when for example the surface treatment changes. Also, we 
have checked what happens when we anneal hydrogenised samples, we checked 
the effect of nitrogen-doping and we tried to determine the effect of using different 
contacts. 
Diamond is a very complex material, and the research on defects in diamond are still 
very recent. That is why it is very ditticuit to extract definite conclusions trom our 
results. However one can conclude that with surface treatments, like polishing no real 
ditterences are measured between polished and non-polished samples. 
Hydrogenation, on the contrary, does has an effect on the post transit. This effect is 
probably due to the surface conductivity that is cause by hydragen on that surface 
tagether with ether adsorbants . After annealing these adsorbants leave the surface, 
making the surface conductivity drop. One can see immediately that the post transit 
current tend to look like that of a non hydrogenised sample. 
The cantacts are important toa, but because of limitations of the used setup, one can 
not say with certainty if our cantacts were Schottky or ohmic. Because of this, it is 
very difficult to draw conclusions trom our measurements. Based on literature we 
assume that the Al cantacts are Schottky and the Au cantacts are ohmic. The ohmic 
cantacts inject carriers in the sample, keeping the current flowing through the 
sample. Schottky cantacts bleek the carriers, the post transit current decreases 
because of trapping of the carriers in the sample. 
TOF is a very interesting technique that can be used to get intermation about the 
DOS in materials. 



Samenvatting 

SAMENVATTING 
Een TOF opstelling werd gebouwd, geprogrammeerd en uitgetest om elektronische 
eigenschappen van CVD diamant te onderzoeken. De opstelling bestaat uit een 
instelbare laser, een oscilloscoop die de respons van de diamantsamples op de 
laserpulsen registreert en een computer die de signalen verwerkt. De diamant 
samples zijn van uiterst hoge kwaliteit. Als eerste doel wilden we de transit tijd van 
elektronen in diamant gaan nameten, maar door de hoge mobiliteiten van gaten en 
elektronen en de beperkingen van onze meetopstelling was dit onmogelijk. Daarom 
hebben we onze meer gefocusseerd op de post transit stromen. Deze stromen 
ontstaan door getrapte elektronen die na verloop van tijd weer vrij komen en opnieuw 
deelnemen aan het ladingstransport. Hoe dieper de defecten in de bandgap van het 
diamant liggen, hoe later de elektronen zullen vrijkomen en hoe trager de posttransit 
stroom zal afnemen. 
Er zijn verschillende diamantsamples opgemeten om een idee te krijgen van wat er 
met de post transit stroom gebeurt wanneer men bijvoorbeeld de oppervlakte 
behandeling van de samples varieert. Ook is er gekeken naar wat er gebeurt als men 
gehydrogeniseerde samples annealed, het effect van stikstof dopering is nagegaan 
en we hebben geprobeerd om uit te testen wat een verschil in opgedampte contacten 
met zich mee brengt. 
Diamant is een zeer complex materiaal en wat betreft onderzoek naar defecten staat 
alles nog in de kinderschoenen. Daarom is het zeer moeilijk geweest om uit onze 
resultaten concrete conclusies te trekken. Men kan wel besluiten dat bij de 
oppervlaktebehandelingen, polijsten weinig effect heeft op de post transit, 
hydrogenisatie daarentegen heeft wel een opmerkelijk effect. Dit effect is heel 
waarschijnlijk te danken aan de oppervlakte geleiding die veroorzaakt wordt door 
binding van waterstof samen met andere adsorbanten op het oppervlak van de 
diamantsamples. Na annealen tot 200°C verdwijnen de adsorbanten van het 
oppervlak waardoor de oppervlakte geleiding daalt. Men ziet dan ook meteen dat de 
post transit meer neigt naar deze van de niet gehydrogeniseerde samples. 
De aard van de contacten op de samples is ook van belang, maar door beperkingen 
van onze meetopstellingen kan men niet met zekerheid zeggen of de opgedampte 
contacten Schottky of ohms zijn. Hierdoor is het ook zeer moeilijk om conclusies uit 
de meetresultaten te trekken. Uitgaande van de literatuur hebben we verondersteld 
dat aluminium contacten op diamant, Schottky contacten zijn, en goud leidt tot 
ohmse contacten. De ohmse contacten laten steeds nieuwe ladingsdrager toe in het 
sample, die bijdragen aan de stroom. Schottky contacten houden nieuwe 
ladingsdragers tegen en door het feit dat de dragers in het samples getrapped zijn, 
zal de stroom sterk afnemen. 
TOF is een zeer interessante meettechniek die een inzicht kan geven in de 
toestandsdichtheden van materialen. 
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I. Introduetion 
1. Technology assessment 

Because of its unique properties diamond has attracted the attention of scientists 
tor ages. lts extreme hardness, transparency over a very wide wavelength 
range, high thermal conductivity, wide bandgap, high carrier mobility and 
breakdown voltage are very promising tor a myriad of applications varying trom 
cutting tools, heat sinks, optica! windows, to partiele detectors and surface 
acoustic wave devices etc. The full exploitation of diamond for electronic and 
optica! applications was hindered due to problems with the preparatien of high 
quality materiaL First of all, as is well known, natura! diamond is extremely rare 
and moreover its cost price is astronomically high. On the ether hand, synthetic 
diamond grown by high pressure high temperature (HPHT) methods farms since 
the fitties an alternative, but the HPHT diamond crystals are very small and 
include a lot of substitutional nitrogen and metallic impurities. Therefore the 
practical use is mainly limited to industrial applications such as cutting tools and 
abrasion-resistant materials. 
The discovery of the chemica! vapeur deposition (CVD) technique at the 
beginning of the eighties, created high expectations of utility. The CVD technique 
allows to deposit diamond thin films on top of (non)-diamond substrates, over a 
relatively large area, at relatively low temperatures and pressures. However, up 
till now, CVD diamond films contain, to a greater or lesser extent, defects (e.g. 
amorphous carbon and graphite, nitrogen) introduced during growth. In 
combination with the tact that most of the CVD diamonds are polycrystall ine and 
contain a lot of grain boundaries, the presence of these defects is a limiting 
factor tor future electronic and optica! applications. 
The use of diamond in electronic applications demands not only low 
extrinsic/intrinsic defects concentrations but also a high incorporation of n
and/or p-type dopants. Within these limitations, the use of the CVD technique for 
diamond thin films preparatien was expected to be very promising because of 
the possibility of in-situ doping trom the gas phase. In genera!, except the p-type 
doping, in-situ doping during CVD did not yield significant success in the past, in 
spite of theoretica! studies which indicate P, Li and Na as possible n-dopants. 
The main reasen is that the (intrinsic) defects in CVD diamond act as 
campensatien and neutralization eentres for the donor levels. 
Therefore, a key issue in the diamond field is the preparatien of high quality CVD 
diamond films with reduction of the number of defects resulting in films 
equivalent to type lla (purest quality) natura! diamond. To achieve this goal, one 
of the main tasks is the quantification of these defects. A deeper understanding 
of their localized defect states in the bandgap is needed for further progress in 
the CVD diamond-application area. In a secend stage, doping experimentscan 
be carried out to search for a suitable dopant. 
Undoped diamond with a gap of 5.5 eV is a bonafide insulator. Yet in 1989 Ravi 
and Landstrass reported a substantial surface conductivity of hydrogenated 
diamond surfaces, bath of single crystals and of films prepared by chemica! 
vapeur deposition, respectively. These observations have been confirmed over 
the years. The surface conductivity of hydrogenated diamond is of the order of 
1 o-4 to 1 o-s n·1cm·1 at room temperature (RT). 
Such a surface conductivity is unique among semiconductors and has been 
utilised to realize a navel type of diamond based field effect transistors. Because 
the surface conductivity is observed only on hydrogenated diamond surfaces 
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and disappears after dehydrogenation or oxidation of the surface, it has been 
assumed that hydrogen is directly responsible for the hole accumulation layer, by 
forming particular but as yet unspecified defects that act as acceptors. 
To deposit diamond films of the required quality and doping-level, optimisation of 
the deposition condition is very important. In addition, sensitive characterization 
tools, which can detect very low levels of defect and dopant concentrations, are 
needed to investigate the quality of the diamond films and to obtain 
spectroscopie information about the dopant levels in the bandgap. Feedback has 
to be given to adapt the deposition process in such a way that it results in the 
synthesis of higher quality CVD diamond films. 

2. Aim 

The aim of the project is to obtain a better understanding of the electronic 
transport properties, the trapping kinetics and the conductivity mechanism in 
chemica! vapeur deposited (CVD) diamond films. Research is focused on 
undoped as grown and hydrogenated undoped CVD diamond films. To 
investigate high quality polycrystalline CVD diamond (quality comparable to 
natural lla diamond) transient photocurrent techniques are used. Time-of-Fiight 
(TOF) measurements are applied, to obtain fundamental knowledge concerning 
the nature, the concentratien and the energy distribution of the trapping centres. 

3. Objectives 

Up till now only limited intermation is available about the transport properties in 
CVD diamond. On the other hand, the properties of monocrystalline diamond 
(type lla) are very well known. At room temperature, the electron mobility 
amounts to 2200 cm2/Vs and the hole mobility is about 1600 cm2/Vs [ANG89]. In 
polycrystalline diamond, Nebel et al. did not cbserve any charge carrier transport 
because of the presence of a high density of states in the bandgap (very 
dispersive transport) [NEB97]. By means of transient photocurrent 
measurements on CVD diamond, Marshall et al. detected various sets of 
localised states extending over the energy range 0.2 to 0.8 eV [MAR99]. 
Transient photoconductivity measurements also showed that intrinsic CVD 
diamond is an n-type semiconductor [NEB97]. Recently, in high quality 
phosphorus-doped diamond films Hall mobHity's of the order of 200 cm2/Vs were 
detected at RT [KOI99]. 
The intrinsic and extrinsic defects in polycrystalline CVD diamond films are 
causing significant changes in the transient photoconductivity mechanism. Even 
in the state-of-the-art diamond films of extreme high quality, high concentrations 
of defects such as amorphous carbon and graphite inclusion responsible for the 
Gaussian distributions in the torbidden gap [NES96), are present. Because of 
this, a high density of defect states originates in the bandgap. Diamond is a wide 
bandgap material and both shallow (a discrete level 200 meV below the 
conduction band, CB) and deep trapping states (670 meV above the valenee 
band, VB, continuously distributed density of states more than 200 meV below 
the CB) were detected by means of photocurrent measurements [NEB97), 
[NEB98], [MAR99). These defects can act as trapping eentres with different 
reemission times influencing the mobility and the lifetime of the charge carriers in 
the materiaL This continuous density of states traps the free charge carriers and 
is responsible for the fast decay (> 90% of the carriers trapped within 2-3ns) of 
the photocurrent [NEB98). The reemission times beienging to the deep trap 
eentres are in the order of several minutes and larger. Tagether with the tact that 
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trapped charge carriers account for space charges, which can induce internal 
residual electric fields, they complicate the interpretation of the transient 
photocurrent measurements. 

4. Design and Methodology 

To be able to apply transient photocurrent measurements successfully, one 
needs (undoped and doped) CVD diamond of the highest possible quality and 
extreme high purity, this means with a concentratien of incorporated defects as 
low as possible. At IMO, they have the know-how and technica! equipment 
(microwave plasma deposition installations) to synthesise undoped CVD 
diamond films of the desired quality and if necessary to polish the surfaces of the 
diamond films. Thanks to the intensive collaboration with the group of Dr. 
Koizumi trom Nationallnstitute for lnorganic Materials (NIRIM) in Japan, with the 
exchange of N-doped n-type diamond films, we were able to work with state-of
the-art n-type materiaL We want to investigate how the transport properties of 
CVD diamond films vary with the deposition conditions and the post-growth 
treatments like hydrogenation. 

To determine the energy and the concentratien of the shal/ow DOS in the gap, 
transient photocurrent measurements will be carried out. Semi-transparent 
sandwich contacts, which block the charge carriers (Schottky contacts), will be 
evaporated on the samples. As a result, only the primary photocurrent, explained 
further, will be measured. A short laser flash generates charge carriers in the 
bulk of the sample. Application of an external electrical field causes the drift of 
electrens or holes through the bulk of the sample towards the secend electrode, 
depending on the polarity of the external electric field. 

From the sign of the current (charge), at zero external field, one can obtain the 
type of band bending and consequently the type of material (n-type or p-type) 
provided that the surface states do not contribute to the electric field. Therefore, 
the charges are measured in the post transit TOF-mode over a (larger) 
resistance than in the case of standard TOF-measurements. 

The techniques above do not allow studying the deep DOS. To obtain the 
concentratien and distribution of these deep localised states, one can use quasi
steady-state photocurrent and Constant Photocurrent Method (CPM) 
measurements in combination with Photothermal Oefleetien Spectroscopy 
(POS). During the last years extended expertise concerning the application of 
these characterisation techniques on CVD diamond films is established at IMO 
[NES96], [MEY96], [NES99], [HAE99']. 

In this report you will find respectively a part on the theory of semiconductors, 
the properties of diamond and the theory of TOF. After that, the experiments are 
described and finally the results and conclusion are given. 
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11. Semiconductors Theory 
Crystalline solids can be good conductors, insulators, or semiconductors with 
electrical properties that vary greatly with temperature. The ditterences between 
these solids rather remarkable. The resistivity may vary from p - 1 o-s ohm-m tor a 
good conductor to p - 1022 ohm-m for a good insulator. 

1.1. Conductors, Insuiators and Semiconductors 
Why are some solids are good conductors, and some are not? We must keep 
in mind two facts. 
For electrans to experience an acceleration in the presence of an electric field 
8 and therefore to contribute to the current, they must be able to move into 
new, slightly higher energy states. This means that the states that are 
available for the electrans must be both empty and allowed. For example, if 
relatively few electrans reside in an otherwise empty band, a large number of 
unoccupied states are available into which the electrans can move; these 
electrans can acquire energy trom the electric field and contribute to the 
current. On the other hand, if a band is filled, then the electrans in that band 
cannot contribute to the current because they cannot move into slightly higher 
energy states. They therefore cannot be accelerated by the electric field. The 
net current will be zero, due to the compensating effect of all electronic 
quantumstates which constitute the energy band. 

Number of e's 
Band in the band 

3s {-. -... ---. : 

2p {' .·.· •' 

E 
2s { ---'-'---'----'-'--' . . 2N 

ls { =· ======= 2N 

Figure 11-1 : Scheme of the accupation of the bands by electrans in a 
sodium crystal of N atoms and ha ving, therefore, 11 N 
e/ectrons. The highest energy band with electrans (3s band) is 
only half filled with N electrons, and thus sodium is a mono
valent metal. The 3s band is the conduction band of sodium. 

There is a limit to the number of electrans that can be placed in a given band. 
Suppose that there are N spatial states in each band, with N the number of 
atoms. lf the band is an s-band (one formed trom atomie s states) then, the 
orbital quanturn number I = 0 and therefore m1 = 0 and ms = ±1/2. We can 
place two electrens in each of the N states without vialating Pauli 's exclusion 
principle. In a p-band 1=1, m1 = 0, 1, -1 and for each value of m1, ms = ±1/2. In 
each of the N energy levels we can put six electrons. In general, because for 
a given I there are (21 + 1) val u es of m1 and for each m1 there are two val u es of 
ms. we have 2(21 + 1 )N openings available to the electrans in a given band; 
tor example, in ad-band the number is 2(2 x 2 + 1 )N = 1 ON. 
Let us consider a hypothetical example on the basis of these two facts. 
Now consider carbon (1 s2 2s2 2p2

) in its diamond structure. As N atoms of C 
are brought together, they have 6K electrons. 2N of them fill the 1 s band, 2N 
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fill the 2s band, and there are 2K electrans left to place in the next available 
band, the 2p, which has room for 6K electrons. The 2p band would be a 
partially tilled band with plenty of empty states available (see Figure 11-3). 
Diamond should therefore be a conductor. But this is not the case. lt is an 
excellent insulator. As we mentioned before, the qualitative arguments 
elucidate the main features of band structure. However, when dealing with a 
specific crystalline material, the arguments must become quantitative. When 
this is done, interesting features occur, such as band overlap. In the case of 
diamond, germanium, and silicon, an even more interesting feature is 
revealed. 

E 

Interatomie separation 

Figure 11-2: The splitting of the atomie energy levels of carbon info energy 
bands is foliowed by the merging of the 2s and 2p bands and 
a subsequent splitting of these bands as the interatomie 
spacing decreases. At the equilibrium inter-atomie spacing r0, 

an energy gap E9 separates two hybrid '2s 2p' energy bands 
in a diamond crystal. 

As the carbon atoms are brought together to form diamond, the energy levels 
begin to split into bands starting with the outermost shell, n = 2 (2s and 2p 
levels)Figure 11-2). As the interatomie spacing decreases farther, the 2s and 
2p bands begin to overlap and merge into a single '2s 2p' band with BK states 
available. As the separation decreases further, appraaching the interatomie 
equilibrium spacing ro, the '2s 2p' band splits again into two hybrid bands 
separated by an energy gap Eg, which increases with decreasing separation. 
The value of Eg is about 6eV for the equilibrium distance of r0:::1.5 x 1010 m. 
However, each of these two bands now contains 4N states. The result: of the 
total 6N electrons, 2N go into the 1 s band and remaining 4N into the lower 
hybrid '2s2p' band and fill it. Thus, at T = 0 K the valenee band (the lower '2s 
2p' band) is full (Figure 11-4), and diamond is an insulator. Note that this is 
only true tor the diamond structure of carbon, nottor graphite. 
Thus we see that C, diamond, is a perfect insuiator at absolute zero because 
the valenee band is completely filled. However, asT increases, some of the 
electrens in the valenee band can be thermally excited across the energy gap 
into the next band, the conduction band, and as a result electrical conduction 
can take place. How many electrans can be excited depends on how large Eg 
is and, of course, on T. The higher T, the greater the thermal energy, and 
therefore the greater the number of electrens that will be able to make the 
jump across the energy gap and, naturally, the greater the electrical 
conductivity. This is the reason why the conductivity of an insuiator and of a 
semiconductor increases with T (as opposed toa metallic conductor). 
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Number of e's 
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Figure 1/-3: Expected accupation of the energy bands in a diamond crystal 
of N atoms. 

Band 

Hybrid'2s 2p' { ----,---4N states, no electrans 

! Eg .; 6 eV 

ls { .;: :) :~;:" it' :!,;.:., .• , 2N states, 2N electrans 

Figure 1/-4: Actua/ accupation of the energy bands in a diamond crystal 
with N atoms (6N e/ectrons). The lower hybrid '2s 2p' band is 
tul/ and separated by an energy band E9 trom the higher 
hybrid '2s 2p' band, which has no electrons. 

1 .2. Effective Mass Concept 
When an electric field 8 acts on tree electron, it exerts a force e8 on itthat, 
trom Newton's law, will produce an acceleration inversely proportional to its 
mass, a= e8/m (in the case of negligibis friction). What happens when the 
electron to be accelerated is not free but happens to be in a crystal under the 
influence of the potential of the lattice ions? The answer is that it will still 
accelerate according to Newton's law; however, the electron responds as if it 
had some effective mass, which is different trom its true mass. This is 
because the electron feels, apart trom the force e8, much strenger spatial 
periodic forces, due to the presence of all nuclei and other electrens in the 
mate rial. 
The effective mass is then defined by: 

(11.1) 

(See appendix A tor the calculation of m') Where E is the energy of an 
electron in the band and k characterises the state of the electron in the band. 
The response of the electron in the solid to an externally applied electric field 
is as if it had an effective mass m' given by the expression in (11.1). 
When the electron is tree, the effective mass is the true mass, as it should be. 
However, when the electron is in a crystal, m' is different from m because the 
energy is not proportional to k2

• 

The physical reasen is the following. The electron in the crystal moves under 
the intlusnee of internal torces exerted by the electric fields of the ions of the 
lattice and the external force resulting from the externally applied electric field. 
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Figure 1/-5: (a) Dependenee of the energy E of an electron on its wave 
vector k, and hence its momenturn p (sofid fine) tor the first 
allowed energy band of the Kronig-Penney model. The 
dashed fine illustrates the relation between E and k tor the 
tree electron case. (b) Qualitative plot of the derivative of E 
with respect to kas a tunetion of k tor the solid fine a (a). (c) 
Quafitative plot of the second derivative of E with respect to k 
as a tunetion of k. (d) Dependenee of the effective mass m" of 
the electron on the wave vector k tor the situation depicted by 
the solid fine of tigure (a). Note that the effective mass is 
negative near the top of the band, that is, as k approaches 
n/d. 

We can make the following remarks a bout the effective mass m · of an 
electron moving in a periadie lattice. 

1. m · is usually different trom the true mass m. 
2. m · can be greater than m and, sometimes, can become infinite. 
3. m · can be less than m or even negative. 

What about negative mass? Are there any cases where the electrens travel in 
the same direction as the electric field? These questions lead us to our next 
topic. 

1 .3. The Concept of Holes 
The concept that electrens near the top of the band have negative effective 
mass leads to a very interesting feature that has a tremendous importance in 
the operatien of all semiconductor devices. 
At T = 0 K, the band structure of a semiconductor is characterized by a fully 
occupied valenee band and a completely empty conduction band (see Figure 
11-6). The semiconductor ideally is an insuiator with zero conductivity at T = 0 
K. As the temperature is raised, some electrens in the valenee band can 
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receive enough thermal energy and be excited into the conduction band 
because the energy gap between the two bands is rather narrow. The result is 
that there are some electrans in an otherwise empty conduction band and 
some unoccupied states in an otherwise filled valenee band, see Figure 11-6. 
An empty state in the valenee band is called a hole. 
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Figure /1-6: Theatre analogy of the behaviour of electrans in the 
conduction band and holes in the valenee band of a 
semiconductor.[GAR98] 

The electrans in the conduction band can move under the influence of an 
external electric field because they have available to them, many empty 
higher energy states, and they can contribute to the current density. Similarly, 
the electrans in the valenee band can move into the empty states (holes) left 
by the electrans that were excited into the conduction band. We will assume, 
based on our previous discussion, that the empty states at the top of the 
valenee band are negative effective mass states. 
The interesting and important feature that we mentioned befare is that the 
conduction by the electrans in the valenee band as they move into the empty 
negative mass states, is completely equivalent to the conduction by particles 
of positive charge and positive mass. The number of such +q, +m particles is 
equal to the number of available empty states, that is, the number of "holes". 
Basically, what we are saying is that when considering the contribution to the 
electric current from the valenee band, we ignore the electrons, and instead 
we treat it as if conduction took place via positively charged holes. 

1.4. Localised vs. Free states 
Befare we praeeed we should mention a general property of the 
wavefunctions in a periadie potential (as for an electron in a crystal). For a 
free electron with potential energy, Ep=constant, the space part of the 
wavetunetion \}'(x,t), called the eigentunetion x(x), is written as 

x(x)= constant e± ikx ( 11.2) 

lf the spacing of the ions in the x-direction in a solid is d, then the potential 
energy of an electron at a distance x from the crigin is equal to the potential 
energy of an electron at a point x+d from the origin. This potential energy is 
equal in turn to that at point X+2d from the origin, and so on. Therefore, we 
can generalize and take any point x in the lattice and state that the potential 
energy at that point is equal to the potential energy at point x+d or, stated 
mathematically, Ep(X)=Ep(X+d). This is known as a periadie potential. There is 
a theerem by Bloch which states that for a partiele rnaving in a periadie 
potential, the eigenfunctions x(x) are of the farm 

(11.3) 
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where uk(x) is a periadie function, i.e. 

(11.4) 

Thus the eigenfunctions x(x) are plane waves modulated by a tunetion uk(x), 
which has the same periodicity as the potential energy. 
In their most camman farm, Bloch functions are camparabie with plane 
waves, which give rise to standing waves (modes) in the materiaL These 
waves extend over large distances in the materiaL So we can say that states 
for which the wavefunctions extend over macroscopie distances in the 
material, are tree states or extended states. 
In a material one can also find impurity states. In these states, for example 
the donor state, the electrans are nat free. They are bound, if only weakly, to 
the impurity. Their wavefunctions are restrained to the close proximity of the 
impurity. Such states for which the wavetunetion is limited within a small 
distance from the impurity (a chemica! or physical impurity, see below) are 
called /oca/ised states. 
lt is of course obvious that in a perfect periadie crystal, one can only find 
extended states, while every distortions can give rise to localised states. 
These distortions can be chemica! impurities, are donor or acceptor atoms, 
are ether atoms different from the bulk crystal atoms. Physical impurities can 
show stress or strain, caused by the disorder in the crystal structure. 
Localised states can give rise to band tails, these tails lie in the band gap 
adjoined to the valenee or conduction band and contain energy levels 
associated with the impurities or defects in the structure. The free and 
localised states are sharply divided: one can nat find free and localised states 
at the same energy level. 

1.5. Defects and impurities 
All solids, even the most 'perfect' crystals, contain defects and impurities, and 
have surfaces. These lead to a break in the regular periodicity of the crystal 
lattice, and to a perturbation in the electronic structure. The electronic and 
optical properties of many solids are in fact dominated by such effects. For 
example, the application of semiconductors in solid-state devices depends on 
the electronic levels of deliberately introduced impurities, that is on doping. 
The chemica! interest in defects and surfaces extends far beyend such 
relatively simple solids however, and this sectien discussas their electronic 
consequences in a variety of different types of solid. 

1.5.1 . Structural and electronic classification of defects 

Types of crystal defect 

There are two major groups of defects: Point defects and extended defects. 
The first kind includes the lattics vacancy, the interstitial atom and the 
substitutional atom. (See Figure 11-7 for explanation) The secend kind 
includes linear or planar defects according to the region in the crystal. The 
cammanest type of linear defect is a dislocation, associated with a fault in 
the arrangement of atoms along a line in the crystal lattice. An example of a 
planar defect is the shear plane defect, where a part of the crystal has been 
shifted, resulting in a stacking fault for the atomie planes. Another kind of 
planar defect is a grain boundary between two crystallites in a polycrystalline 
mate rial. 
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Figure 1/-7: Simpte point defects. (a) Lattice vacancy. (b) lnterstitial atom 
(c) Schottky defect, consisting of cation and anion vacancy. 
(d) Frenkel defect, with vacancy balanced by interstitial. 

Electron ie consequences of defects 

All defects break the regular periodicity of the ideal crystal lattice, and this 
has the consequence that electron waves with different k values are mixed 
up, so that electrans travelling through the crystal are scattered into ether 
orbitals. Thus defects and impurities in metals tend to decrease the sleetrical 
conductivity. The same is true in semiconductors, where electrans or holes 
thermally excited into the bands are scattered by defects. However in non
metallic solids defects and impurities can have much more important effects, 
since they can introduce extra sleetronie levels into the energy gap. The 
most important factors determining the sleetronie consequences of the 
defects are (a) the energies of the extra levels; and (b) the number of 
electrans that occupy them. Same of the different possibilities are illustrated 
in Figure 11-8. 
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Figure 1/-8: Some e/ectronic consequences of defects in non-metallic 
solids. (a) and (b): Extra electrans or holes in conduction or 
valenee band. (c) and (d): Defect levels providing tree 
electrans or holes by thermal excitation. (e) and (f): Defect 
levels acting as traps for electrans or holes. (g) : Levels giving 
optica/ absorption at energies below the band gap. 

Figure 11-8 (a) and (b) show cases where the defects have introduced extra 
electrens into the conduction band, or holes into the valenee band. The solid 
then bacomes electrically conducting and is cernparabie with a metal. More 
often, with small concentrations of defects, the electrens or holes are 
trappad in levels close to the band edges((c) and (d) in Figure 11-8). This is 
the situation in lightly doped semiconductors. Such defects not only give 
carriers that are easily freed and so increase the conductivity, but also 
change the Fermi level in the solid. The properties of doped semiconductors 
depend on both effects. 
Figure 11 -8 (e) shows a case where a defect level just below the edge of the 
conduction band is empty in the ground state, so it does not introduce extra 
electrens or alter the Fermi level. Levels such as this can act as traps for 
optically excited electrons. A similar defect is in Figure 11-8 (f), which is an 
occupied level just above the valenee band edges, forming a trap for holes 
in the valenee band. 

1.6. Fermi - Dirac tunetion 
Many properties of solids depend on the thermal excitation of electrens trom 
the ground state. The number of atoms or molecules in excited states at a 
given temperature T is described by the Boltzmann distribution: 

(11.5) 

where Ei is the energy of the state, and k is the Boltzmann constant. The 
assumptions made in deriving the Boltzmann distribution are not applicable to 
electrens in a solid. In tact, it is necessary to take account of two properties of 
electrons: 
(i) They obey the exclusion principle, so that each state (when the spin 

direction is specified as wellas the orbital) can only hold one electron. 
(ii) Electrens are totally indistinguishable, so that an exchange of 

electrens between occupied levels does not lead to a different 
arrangement. 

These properties give rise to the Fermi-Dirac distribution [COX87]: 
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t(E)- 1 

- 1 + exp[(E- EF )1 kT] (11.6) 

The tunetion f(E) gives the fraction of the allowed levels with energy E which 
are occupied, and is shown plotted for different temperatures in Figure 11.1 0. 
At absolute zero, the Fermi-Dirac distribution corresponds, as we would 
expect, to a sharp cut-off between completely tilled levels below the energy 
EF, and completely empty levels above it. This energy is called the Fermi 
level, and in metals is simply the top-tilled level in the band. At higher 
temperatures, the distribution is smeared out, showing that some electrens 
are thermally excited to higher energies. 

f(E) 

Energy 

Figure 11-9: Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Theoretica/ curves at 
absolute zero (T =0} and two higher temperatures (T2> T1>0). 

To apply the Fermi-Dirac distribution to non-metallic solids, we must first 
locate the Fermi-level EF. At low temperatures, EF represents the boundary 
between tilled and empty states levels, and in a non-metallic solid, it must 
therefore be somewhere in the gap between the valenee and the conduction 
bands. Figure 11-1 O(a) corresponds to a perfectly stoichiometrie solid where 
there are no electrens or holes in the ground state. At any temperature, the 
number of electrens excited into the conduction band must be the same as 
the number of holesleftin the valenee band. Since f(E) in equation (11.6) gives 
the fraction occupied levels, the actual number of electrens at a particular 
energy can be found by multiplying f(E) by the number of allowed levels, that 
is the density of state tunetion N(E)(see § 11.1.7 below). In Figure 11-10 the 
densities of states in the valenee and conduction bands are assumed to be 
equal, and in order tor the number of electrens in the conduction band to be 
equal to that of the holes in the valenee band the Fermi level must be placed 
mid-way in the energy gap. When the densities of states in the two bands are 
not equal, it is necessary to shift EF slightly, but this is normally a small 
correction. In a pure solid without impurities, the Fermi level is usually close to 
the middle of the band gap. 
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Figure 1/-10: Fermi-Dirac distribution in a semiconductor. (a) Pure solid; (b) 
n-type; and (c) p-type semiconductor. Shading represents 
occupied levels 

1 . 7. Density of stat es 
Using Fermi-Dirac statistics and appropriate solutions of Schrödinger's 
equation, one is in a position to determine the distribution of electrens with 
energy. The probability N(E)dE tor having an electron with an energy in the 
interval (E, E+dE), is proportional to the product of two independent 
quantities, the density of states D(E) at electron energy E, and the probability 
of accupation of a quanturn state f(E). Mathematically we have 

N(E)dE=f(E)D(E)dE (11 .7) 

lt is important at this stage to emphasize that f(E) is totally independent of the 
density of states and arises trom statistica! mechanica! considerations only. 
The probability of accupation of a state is not influenced by whether there is a 
state there to be occupied! Thus, it is possible that when we include the 
effects of a periodic lattice some energy ranges have a zero density of states. 
The Fermi energy Et can however still lie in the torbidden region because Et is 
simply defined as the energy at which the probability of accupation of a 
quanturn state is 1/2 . Thus, 

f(Er)=112. (11.8) 
The Fermi energy is in fact a mathematically defined energy, which does not 
necessarily correspond to a physically permitted energy tor the electrons. 

1.7.1 . Density of statesin one dimension 

In one dimension we know that by solving the Schrödinger equation tor a 
periodic potential one can only find just one value of wave number k for each 
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interval rr/L. This can be alternatively stated as the density of states D(k)dk 
between k and k+dk given by 

D(k)= Un (11.9) 

This can be converted to an energy scale by noting that the number of 
states D(k)dk between k an k+dk is equal to the number of states D(E)dE 
between equivalent energies E and E+dE. Thus, 

D(E)dE = D(k)dk = (Un)dk. 

With the wave number 

we have 

O(E)dE = (!:_ y n:· '0 dE . 
n Á 21i E) 

This variatien as E"112 is characteristic of a one dimensional system. 

1.7.2. Density of statesin three dimensions 

In three dimension, we get: [TAN95] 

(11.10) 

(11.11) 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

We have included a factor of 2 to take the two spin states into account and 
the factor V is the sample volume (=L3). 

2. Semiconductors 

The electrical conductivity of semiconducting materials, like diamond, is not as 
high as that of the metals. Nevertheless, they have unique electrical 
characteristics that render them especially useful. The electrical properties of 
these materials are extremely sensitive to the presence of even minute 
concentrations of impurities. Intrinsic semiconductors are these in which the 
electrical behaviour is based on the electronic structure inherent to the pure 
materiaL When the electrical characteristics are dictated by impurity atoms, the 
semiconductor is said to be extrinsic. 
Semiconductors are non-metallic solids that conduct electricity by virtue of the 
thermal excitation of electrens across an energy gap. Electrens excited into an 
otherwise empty conduction band may move under an applied electric field and 
hence carry current. Conductivity may also arise, however, from electrens in the 
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valenee band, when this is not completely filled. Since the net motion of 
electrens in a filled band is zero, it is most convenient in this case to ignore the 
electrons, and concentrata instead on the small number of unoccupied orbitals in 
the band. Thus we think of the current carriers as holes in the otherwise filled 
band. 

2.1 . Carrier Transport in Semiconductors 
The motion of charge carriers in the semiconductor is affected by electric field 
induced drift, by ditfusion of the thermally agitated carriers from regions of 
high concentratien to regions of low concentration, and by the generation and 
recombination of electron-hole pairs. Each semiconductor device behaviour is 
determined by the competition between these phenomena. 

2.1 .1. Drift 

We know that fora conductor, except at very low temperatures, the electrical 
conductivity a decreasas with increasing temperature as a oe T 1

• For an 
intrinsic semiconductor, the conductivity increases exponentially with 
increasing temperature, 

a = a0exp( -alT) (11.14) 

where a is a constant. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 11-11 where 
a plot of the natura! log of a versus the inverse of the temperature yields a 
straight-line relationship. 

2.1 .2. Ditfusion 
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Figure 11-11: Experimentally observed temperature dependenee of the 
e/ectrical conductivity of an intrinsic semiconductor. 

Electrens and holes move about in a largely random fashion with an average 
thermal velocity VRMs which is typically much greater than the field induced 
drift velocity vd. In the presence of a concentratien gradient, there is a 
significant net motion of charge carriers toward the region of lower carrier 
concentration. This net transfer of charge is known as diffusion. 
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2.1.3. Generation and Recombination 

The regeneratien (creation) and recombination (annihilation) of electron-hole 
pairs must be balanced in equilibrium. The generation rate G for electron
hole pairs in a given semiconductor is a tunetion of temperature T, and 
hence the recombination rate R is also. Recombination requires that the 
electrens and holes be in close proximity, so that the rate R is proportional to 
the electron and hole carrier concentrations, 

(11.15) 

where a is a proportionality constant and NeNh a tunetion of T. 
lf the semiconductor is illuminated, photon absorption disturbs equilibrium 
and results in an increased generation rate G, i.e., it excites electrens over 
the gap into the conduction band as described more fully in Chapter IV. In a 
p-type semiconductor, the recombination rate may be approximated as R = 
allNh (Ne+b.Ne). since the increase in majority carrier concentratien .D.Nh, is 
relatively negligible. lf the illumination is turned off the generation rate G 
immediately returns to aNhNe. and the difference between the recombination 
and generation rates, (R -G)init= aNhllNe, corresponds to the initia! rate at 
which excess carriers are consumed. In a time 'te= 1/aNh, referred to as the 
recombination lifetime, most of the excess carriers will disappear. The 
consumption rate of excess carriers (R -G)init may then be expressed as 
LlNJ'te. The approximate distance over which the excess carriers diffuse 
prior to recombining is the recombination length Le defined by 

(11.16) 

The factor a may be greatly increased, and hence the recombination lifetime 
may be greatly decreased, by midgap or trap states. These states will 
enhance generation and recombination, since electrens and holes must 
surmount a relatively small energy barrier to reach the trap level within the 
torbidden gap. Trap states arise due to the presence of contaminants or 
lattice defects, and may be especially pronounced at the semiconductor 
surface due to contaminants and to the "dangling bands" which extend out 
from the surface atoms. A key to the success of the silicon integrated circuit 
technology is the ability of the oxidized silicon surface to eliminate midgap 
surface states. 

2.2. Compound semiconductors 
In the idealized Kronig-Penney model for one-dimensional electron transport, 
the maximum energy of the valenee band and the minimum energy of the 
conduction band will occur at the same value of k. The electrans at the bottam 
of the conduction band can recombine with holes at the top of the valenee 
band, with no change in k, and emit a photon of energy equal to the torbidden 
band gap width. E9. The photon has negligible momentum, so that total 
momenturn (p = lik) is conserved. 
The energy gap in this case is called direct. In a three dimensional crystal, the 
valenee band maximum and conduction band minimum may not occur at the 
same value of k (where kis a vector quantity). The crystal is then said to have 
an indirect gap. When electrens and holes recombine in this crystal, energy 
and momenturn are typically conserved by emission of phonons (lattice 
vibrations) rather than of photons, resulting in the generation of heat rather 
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than light. The group IV elements silicon and germanium and also diamond, 
are indirect gap semiconductors, and are therefore unsuitable for light 
emitting devices, because a phonon must be involved in an electron-hole 
recombination. 
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1. Material properties of CVD Diamond - a new optical 

and semiconducting material 

1.1. Diamond and CVD diamond thin films 

1.1.1. The structure of diamond 

Diamond is one of the many forms of solid carbon. Besides a range of non
crystalline and/or semi-crystalline forms as amorphous carbon, diamond
like-carbon, nanotubes, bucky balls, crystalline forms as graphite and 
hexagonal diamond (lonsdaleite) and cubic diamond are well known. Cubic 
diamond crystals have a face-centred cubic structure consisting of two 
interpenetrating lattices whereby one lattice is shifted one quarter of a cube 
diagonal with respect to the other (see Figure 111-1) 

Figure 111-1: Face-centred cubic structure of diamond. (ref.[DAV93}) 

The pure natural cubic diamond structure consists of sp3-hybridised carbon. 
The sp3 sites use their four valenee electrens to form tetrahedral cr bonds 
with four adjacent atoms. The bond angles are 109.5°, the bond length is 
0.154 nm and the lattice constant is 0.356 nm. The very streng covalent 
chemica! bond of diamond is partially responsible for its unique properties. 
Polycrystalline Chemica! Vapeur Deposited (CVD) diamond films mainly 
consist of sp3-bonded carbon. Because CVD diamond is synthesized under 
metastable temperature and pressure conditions, in the region where 
graphite is the stabie form of carbon, usually graphite and amorphous 
carbon (a-C) defects are incorporated in the diamond structure during CVD 
growth. These a-C and graphite inclusions are probably located in the grain 
boundaries and at other defect sites in the film. Graphite consists of sp2

-

bonded carbon. A sp2 site forms trigonal cr bonds with three neighbouring 
atoms in plane (in plane six-membered rings, bond angle 120°). The weaker 
1t bond (Pz orbitals) normal to this plane realizes the bonding between the 
layers. In the case of amorphous carbon, the four valenee electrens occupy 
s, Px. py, and Pz atomie orbitals. 
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1 .1 .2. Classification of diamond 

8oth, natural and synthetic diamond contains a lot of impurities, including 
nitrogen (N), boron (8), hydragen (H) and oxygen (0). The presence of 
different defects and impurities yields different peaks and bands in IR 
absorption spectra. 8ased on these spectra diamond is divided into different 
classes. 
The main subdividing in type I and type 11 diamond is based on the presence 
of N. Type 11 diamonds are nitrogen-poor; N is present in only such a very 
small concentration, that it is not dateetabie by IR spectroscopy while type I 
diamond contains up till 0.5 % nitrogen. 
The different sub-classes of type I diamond may be understood in terms of 
the aggregation of nitrogen. Type la diamonds are these where nitrogen (till 
0.3 %) is present in non-paramagnatie sites in the shape of nitrogen 
aggregates: A-centres (2 N atoms aggregated), 8-centres (4 N + vacancy) 
formed by migrated A-centres and platelets (all different N-aggregates: 
pairs, triplets, quartets and larger aggregates). Most of the natural diamonds 
(more than 90 %) beleng to the type la group. The colouring of these 
diamonds varies widely. Diamond containing paramagnatie single 
substitutional nitrogen is classified as type lb. Type lb diamonds, which 
contain till 0.05 % substitutional N, are seldom found in nature, but most 
high pressure high temperature (HPHT) diamonds beleng to this type. The 
colour of these diamondsis yellow. 
Type 11 diamonds are relatively pure, practically without nitrogen. Type /la 
diamonds are the most pure natural diamonds, in principle free of defects 
and are very rare in nature. 8ecause of the lack of defects resulting in 
colourless and transparent crystals, these gem stone quality diamonds are 
very much wanted for the diamond cutting and jewel industries. Type 1/b 
diamonds contain boron in greater amount than nitrogen, exhibit p-type 
semiconducting properties and are blue coloured. 8oron-containing 
diamonds are also rare in nature. 
Concerning CVD diamonds, most films contain an important concentratien of 
a-C and graphite inclusions. Nevertheless, state of the art high quality 
undoped CVD diamond films approach the purity of type I la diamonds. 

1.1.3. Diamond properties and applications 

Diamond possesses a variety of excellent properties and by most it is 'the 
biggast and the best' (see Table 111-1). Therefore, it aUracts a lot of 
attention, both from fundamental and from technological point of view and it 
is the perfect candidate for a lot of industrial applications in a wide range. 
Diamond is the hardest material known with a value approximately double 
that of c8N, that in turn is twice as hard as the conventional abrasives. 
8ecause of this, CVD diamond is applied as abrasive and as coating on 
cutting tools, and as wear-resistant coating on other tools. 
Other remarkable properties of diamond are the outstanding thermal and 
optical properties such as the highest thermal conductivity at room 
temperature (RT). The RTthermal conductivity is more than five times that 
of gold, silver or copper - a proparty which can be used to considerable 
advantage in the design and operatien of high-performance sleetronie 
circuitry (heat sinks in laser diodes, high power amplifiers and IC's). 
Diamond can be transparent over a very broad range, from UV to intrared 
and for certain types of laser radiation (highest transparency of all 
materials), and soit can be used as high-performance windows and sensors 
(e.g. IR windows, X-ray beam-position sensors). 
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In addition, in combination with its wide indirect bandgap (5.49eV) diamond 
has high carrier mobility's and a high breakdown voltage leading to 
sleetronie device applications. Because of the high speed of sound and high 
phase velocity of diamond, the use of diamond SAW devices allows werking 
at much higher frequencies (above 2GHz) than the conventional SAW 
devices. The negative electron affinity is exploited in diamond-based field 
emitters. These field emitters based on the cold electron emission of 
diamond can be used in flat-panel displays, electron guns, etc. 

T able 111-1: Same of the outstanding properties of dia mond. 

Properties 
Braad optical transparency From deep UV (225 nm) to the far 

IR region (with the exception of the 
region trom 3- 5 IJm) of the 
electromagnetic spectrum 

Highest known thermal conductivity 2 x 10;j W/mK 
at RT 
Superior insulator: RT resistivity 1014 ncm 
By doping the resistivity can be p-type: 0.1 ncm 
changed 
High carrier mobility 

2200 cm2Ns electron 
hole 1600 cm2Ns 

High breakdown voltage 107 Vcm·1 

Extreme machanical hardness 90GPa 
Chemically inert except for oxyQen at HT 

Because of its chemica! inertness the diamond applications can operate in 
harsh environments. Moreover, the radiation-hardness of diamond is one of 
the advantages of diamond over more conventional detector materials 
(sensors such as UV detectors, partiele detectors). 
However, in practica, saveral obstacles had to be evereome before 
applications could be realised. Because of its polycrystalline nature, CVD 
diamond films contain a lot of grain boundaries. Furthermore, various 
defects and impurities can be incorporated during synthesis, leading to 
minor quality diamond with properties weaker than the optimal values listed 
in Table 111-1. 
Diamond windows for the laser industry demand high optical quality material 
with a high transparency at the appropriate laser wavelengths, which means 
films with a very low defect concentration. Therefore the ultimata goal is the 
fabrication of large-area CVD diamond windows with the optical properties of 
type lla crystals (the purest natural crystals) that can be polishad till the 
wanted curvatures. Further, when trying to use diamend's sleetronie 
potential major problems occur. Only p-type doping (with B) is easy to 
accomplish. Although the first reports of successful n-type doping have been 
made, a high quality low resistance n-type material is not yet available. 
The recent progress in the development of CVD diamond thin film 
technology resulted in intensive research activities because of the possible 
industrial applications in electranies and opties. At present the most 
promising applications are tools, heat sinks, optical windows and SAW 
devices. Still, there is a lot of work to be done both in optimisation of the 
growth process to prepare optical- and electronic-quality material with low 
density of defect states and in the characterisation of the CVD diamond 
films. 
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1 .2. Optimisation of diamond tor applications 
As already mentioned, the quality assessment of CVD diamond films forms a 
very important issue for technological improvements. CVD diamond films 
containing intrinsic and extrinsic defects (minor quality films) do not meet the 
requirements for optical and electronic applications. The defects and 
impurities lead to localised defectstatesin the torbidden bandgap. Moreover, 
the lack of a suitable n-dopant hinders the full exploration of the electronic 
potential of CVD diamond films. For the realisation of numerous industrial 
applications, one has a huge need for high quality large area diamond thin 
films, both undoped and n- or p-type doped films. 
Therefore, one of the main tasks in CVD diamond research is the 
quantification and the reduction of the (gap) defect states which cause sub 
bandgap absorption in the diamond films. To reduce these defects and 
impurities, and to improve the quality of the CVD diamond films, a 
fundamental knowledge about the nature, the ionisation energy, the electron 
energy distribution, the concentratien and the crigin of the impurities is 
indispensable. Secondly, one has to continue the search for a suitable n
dopant. Besides the above noted properties, the electronic activity of the 
dopant has to be investigated too. Finally, feedback from the characterisation 
measurements to the deposition process (growth procedure) lead to 
adaptations of the diamond deposition conditions. On its turn, this will lead to 
material optimisation, in such a way that the changes result in better quality 
CVD undoped and electronically active doped diamond films.[MEYOO] 

2. Synthesis of CVD diamond thin films 

2.1. Historica! background 
As very well known, natura! diamond is one of the most rare and expensive 
materials. Therefore, the possibility to synthesise diamond on a large scale, 
expanding the industrial applications, has always been an important topic of 
the materials research area. 
One had to wait until 1953 when the high-pressure high-temperature (HPHT) 
synthetic diamond growth was developed by Eversale et al. [EVE62] at 
General Electric (USA), and by Bundy [BUN55]. The successful synthesis of 
diamond by HPHT methods heralded a new era for synthetic diamond 
industrial applications. The wide majority of HPHT diamonds is type lb and 
contains nitrogen and (ether) metallic inclusions. They are mainly consumed 
by the industry and used almest exclusively as grit for mechanica! 
applications such as grinding, milling and drilling. Moreover, at that time, only 
diamond grains/granules of a very small size could be grown by the HPHT 
technique and diamond thin films we re still dreams for a far future. 
Important research activities are still going on in the field of HPHT synthesis. 
Very pure crystals of a few ca rats (1 crt = 0.2 g), and large plates of 2 cm in 
diameter can be prepared currently. Nevertheless, this methad could not be 
used for the preparatien of large-area diamond which would allow completely 
new applications in the field of opties, thermal management and, what is very 
interesting, in the electranies area. The significant activity of development and 
the search for new techniques allowing such preparatien has been ongoing 
since the fifties. 
The first successful chemica! vapeur deposition (CVD) of diamond took place 
in the early seventies by Russian scientists (Deryagin, Fedoseev and Spitsyn) 
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[DER75] using the chemica! transport technique (starting trom Carbon and 
hydrogen). A tew years later, Matsumoto and co-werkers at NIRIM1 [MAT81], 
[KAM83] used plasma enhanced CVD techniques to grow diamonds. Both 
developments engendered great expectations of industrial utilisation. The 
plasma enhanced CVD technique allowed for the first time the deposition of 
diamond thin films. This gave the initia! impetus to an intensified research on 
this matter and hence, considerable progress has been made on the 
preparatien of CVD diamond films during the past decades. Nevertheless, the 
realisation of commercial applications based on diamond-films (tooi, optica! 
and corrosion-resistant coatings, flat-panel displays, thermo-management tor 
sleetronie components, etc.) didn't show up the boom as expected in the 
excitement of the beginning days. A lot of scientific and technica! problems 
had to be solved before one could fully exploit the potential of diamond films. 
One of the most important obstacles was the large proportion of non-diamond 
(sp2-bonded) carbon present in the diamond films of the early days. A major 
amount of the scientific diamond research has always been focussed on the 
optimisation of the diamond quality. Nowadays, optica! quality material can be 
prepared and the commercialisation has begun. There are two main 
approaches in this area. The first, used tor example by De Beers, is to 
prepare large grain size diamond windows [PIC99] with very clean grain 
boundaries. The second one is the study of the growth of hetero-epitaxial 
oriented films on Si, which can be removed, yielding free-standing films 
suitable for optica! applications. Recently, people started to grow on other 
materials such as Iridium [SCH99], [SAI98] or Platinum [TAC99], aiming to 
prepare single crystal diamond films on non-diamond substrates. 
Parallel with this, another very important development is improving the purity 
and lowering the defect density in diamond films. This is necessary to prepare 
material suitable for future sleetronie applications and, eventually, to dope in
situ diamond films. p-Type doped diamond layers are already fora long-time 
available and a lot of reports about successful 8-doping occurred in literature. 
For example, in 1986, Fujimori et al. used diborane (B2H6) to dope the 
diamond layers in a Microwave Plasma Enhanced MW PECVD system 
[FUJ86]. Later, Mort et al. [MOR89] added B2H6 to the precursor gas mixture 
to grow by the hot-filament technique boron doped CVD diamond layers. 
Okano and co-werkers [OKA89] used the MW PECVD technique with boron 
trioxide (820 3) powder diluted in methyl alcohol (CH30H) as the boron source. 
On the other hand, the search for an active n-dopant, indispensable in 
electronic components, was much more difficult. Theoretica! studies indicated 
P, Li, Na, as possible n-dopants [KAJ91 ]. But the whole scientific world had to 
wait till the major breakthrough in 1997 when Koizumi et al. succeeded to 
grow electrical active n-type doped material by adding phosphine (PH3) in the 
MW reactor [KOI97]. Very recently sulphur-doped (using H2S) diamond layers 
yielding n-type diamonds are reported [SAK99] and new attempts to dope the 
CVD diamond films with Li are carried out [STE99]. 

1 National lnstitute tor Research in lnorganic Materials, Japan 
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2.2. Low-pressure synthesis 
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Figure 111-2: Phase diagram of carbon. (A) Catalytic diamond synthesis. (8) 
Spontaneous transition to diamond. (C) Spontaneous 
transition to graphite.(M) Region of low pressure diamond 
synthesis (after ref.[BUNSS]) 

The low-pressure synthesis of CVD diamond occurs at conditions where 
graphite is the stabie form of carbon (see phase diagram Figure 111-2). The 
trick to grow diamond is to generate atomie hydragen during the deposition, 
which etches away to a more or lesser extent the graphitic (sp2

) bonded 
carbon, deposited simultaneously with the diamond. The presence of 
hydragen has still additional functions such as the stabilisation of the diamond 
surface, participation in the surface C-addition reactions etc. [FOR96], 
[DAV94]. Although several groups have systematically studied this topic, 
there is no unanimous theory about the mechanism of CVD diamond growth. 
The relative concentratien of atomie hydrogen, the substrate temperature 
(important for ongoing surface reactions) and the other CVD growth 
conditions, have an important influence on the diamond film morphology and 
the size of the grains on one hand, but also on the incorporation of non
diamond carbon and other impurities and on the generation of point defects 
and/or their complexes with impurities on the other hand. All this is very 
important for the preparatien of diamond with controlled properties, which can 
be used for example tor optica! applications. 
Diamond growth can be performed by different types of methods. The most 
important and widely used techniques are plasma-enhanced techniques such 
as MW deposition, plasma-jet (thermal plasma), de glow discharge plasma 
and thermal decomposition methods (CVD) as well as hot filament laser 
induced CVD and cambustion flame deposition techniques. 
In the next paragraph the MW plasma deposition technique, which is used at 
IMO in order to grow thin CVD diamond films, is discussed briefly. The 
features necessary to understand the main characteristics of the prepared 
CVD diamond films are described. 
For more details and extended descriptions of the other CVD methods we 
refer to the literature [01898], [JAN92]. 
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2.3. Main principles of microwave plasma enhanced deposition 
A schematic picture of a commercial AST eX PDS 17 MW deposition system 
used for preparing the diamond films for this thesis is shown in Figure 111-3. 
The main components of the system are a microwave source, a rectangular 
wave guide with circular applicator, a vacuum vessel deposition chamber with 
a substrata holder, a gas inlet with mass flow meters, the vacuum pumps and 
the pressure control system. 

2 

/ ---------- ___ l__----------------

1 microwave power supply 
2 reetonguier woveguide 
3 circular waveguide 
4 depasition chomber 
5 plasma boll 
6 substrate toble 

Figure 11/-3: (a) A photo of our commercial AST eX POS 17 MW deposition 
system, 

(b) a schematic picture of the MW deposition system. 

Via a quartz window, the microwaves are coupled into the cavity in order to 
ionise the gas mixture and to initiate a gas discharge. A symmetrical ball-like 
plasma (TM01 mode) is thus generated in the cavity. lts size and the gas and 
plasma parameters (temperature, spatial distribution of the gas species) can 
be controlled by precise tuning of the microwave power and the gas pressure 
[GHI93] . The microwave energy absorbed in the plasma activatas chemica! 
reactions in the gas phase. Dissociation of the gas species and creation of 
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new species and/or radicals occur (e.g. H2 produces atomie hydrogen). The 
generated plasma species are transported towards the growing surface. The 
exact description of the MW plasma has been a topic of many publications, 
see for example [SPE94], [G0098]. 

Figure 111-4: A photo of our commercial ASTeX AX6500 MW deposition 
system 

A mixture of process gases such as molecular hydragen (H2), carbon 
containing gas precursor typically methane (CH4) and, eventually, oxygen (02) 
and various doping-sourees (N2, etc.), can be introduced in the vacuum 
reaction chamber of the diamond reactor. 
Monocrystalline Si substrates with an {1 00}-oriented surface are often used 
as substrates on which the diamond films grow. The use of a Si substrata has 
the advantage that Si can be dissolved afterwards thus yielding free-standing 
CVD diamond films which can be measured with optical techniques such as 
POS. The substrates are mounted on top of the substrata stage at the bottorn 
of the deposition chamber. 

2.4. Nucleation and diamond growth 
lt is known that the diamond nucleation density on an untreated surface is 
very low and that the nucleation density can be significantly enhanced by a 
nucleation pre-traatment such as scratching. The mechanism and the model 
for nucleation have been proposed in [DEM97], using a kinetic model for 
heterogeneaus nucleation. The number density, the nucleation rate and the 
time delay for critica! cluster formation were studied for the nucleation of 
diamond on untreated Si-wafers. Modelling revealed that the influence of 
scratches and micro particles at the surface were critica! for diamond 
nucleation. 
Bias enhanced nucleation (BEN), [WOL93], [ST092], [WIL94], [FL098] is a 
well-known method used for hetero-epitaxial CVD diamond growth resulting in 
a nucleation density enhanced by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, the 
growth of highly oriented films is promoted (see Figure 111-8). A negative bias 
is applied to the substrata during the nucleation phase, i.e. during the first 
stage of CVD diamond growth. Afterwards, the diamond growth is performed 
under the normal process conditions. The BEN mechanism is not clear yet: 
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different models have been proposed but the process is still subject of 
discussion [ROB95]. 
During the nucleation step, diamond seed crystals start growing trom the 
nucleation sites generated by the pre-treatment. They grow out to larger 
colurnnar grains increasing in size trom the substrata (nucleation surface) 
towards the growth surface. They coalesce tofarm a continuous film, whereby 
some of the grains are overgrown by their neighbours (see cross sectien 
drawing Figure 111-6 and SEM photographs of the growth of a diamond film 
Figure 111-7 and Figure 111-8). The top surface of a diamond film is nat 
completely flat but consists of truncated pyramids in the case of (111 )
oriented crystals or rectangular grains in the case of (1 00)-oriented crystals. 
The top surface roughness is strongly related to the thickness of the diamond 
film (thicker films show higher roughness) and depends also on the 
orientation ((1 00)-oriented substrates are smeether than (111 )-oriented on es). 
The selection of the correct gas composition is necessary to obtain diamond 
growth. Bachmann et al. [BAC91] have summarised much experimental data 
tor the diamond growth chemistry in a triangular C-H-0 composition diagram. 
The conclusion trom this diagram is that CVD diamond synthesis, no matter 
which type, only occurs within a smal! region of gas compositions (see Figure 
111-5). 
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Figure 111-5: Bachmann diagram showing diamond/graphitic region 
boundary as a tunetion of the C-H-0 ratios of the feed gas 
(after [FOR96]) . 
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Figure 11/-6: Cross section drawing of a diamond film. 

Chapter 111 

The size and the orientation of the grains, the concentratien of non-diamond 
carbon at the grain boundaries, the stress and corresponding fractures in the 
film, etc., all depend not only on the selection of the correct gas composition 
but also on a correct surface/plasma temperature and chamber pressure in 
order to obtain optima! diamond growth and to reduce the growth of a-C and 
graphite simultaneously. For example the grain boundaries in polycrystalline 
diamond films are assumed to be decorated by non-diamond carbon 
inclusions. This leads to black-brownish non-transparent films with 
deteriorated physical properties. 

(c) (d) 

Figure 111-7: Typical SEM photographs of different quality diamond films 
deposited on Si substrates with the MW technique: (a, b) 
cross sectionat view, (c) top view of a (100)-oriented diamond 
film, (d) top view of a (111)-oriented diamond film. 
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The deposition parameters such as the gas concentratien can be modified in 
a systematic way. In particular the hydracarbon (HC) souree (methane CH4, 
hexane C5H14) and HC concentration, addition of other gases (for example 
oxygen causes an increased etching of the graphitic phase) or other dopants 
can be varied. The substrate temperature, the substrate bias voltage, 
microwave power and chamber pressure can be varied. As a result of the 
changes in deposition parameters, the obtained films differ in their preterred 
orientation, morphology, colour, grain size and quality (sp2/sp3 ratio), see 
Figure 111-7. [MEYOO] 

Figure 111-8: Typical SEM photograph (100) highly oriented diamond film 
(according [FL098]). 

3. Hydrogenisation 

The crigin of the surface-enhanced conductivity in CVD diamond films has been 
studied recently by various methods. This topic attracts a lot of attention 
because of interest in the surface based devices such as high mobility 
MESFETs and UV photo detectors. Though various mechanisms have been 
suggested for the surface enhanced conductivity, which is very specific to 
diamond, there is still no unanimously accepted model for its explanation. 
Usually the H-induced surface conductivity is considered to be just a surface or 
near surface (subsurface) property, e.g .induced due to H-atom terminatien 
and/or adsorbate layer at the diamond surface. 
Hydragenation of the diamond surface was accomplished in a ASTeX POS 17 
deposition system. A hydrogen plasma is created by introducing 500 seem H2 

gas into the vacuum chamber. To reduce the presence of other possible 
absorbants, a low background pressure (1 o-6 Torr) is maintained in the vacuum 
chamber befere starting the hydrogenation. During the process (duration: 30 
min) a pressure of 30 Torr and a substrate temperature of soooc are 
maintained. In our experiments the polycrystalline diamond samples were 
always pretreated. To remove all traces of surface graphitic carbon and other 
absorbants on the diamond surface the samples were oxidized in sulphocromic 
acid (H2SOJCr03 solution) at 200°C. 
During the plasma hydragenation of CVD diamond films the sheet resistance of 
a diamond sample is monitored by means of two centacts which are via a feed 
through inlet connected toa Keithley multimeter, as shown in Figure 111-9. 
The results of the resistance measurements are presented in Figure 111-10. After 
the pretreatment and befere hydrogenation, the sheet resistance was of the 
order of 20 Gohm. 
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Mo holder 

Figure 11/-9: Detail of the experimental set-up tor measuring the sheet 
resistance during hydragenation of GVD diamond films. 
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Figure 111-10: Messurement of the surface resistance during the plasma 
hydrogenation, during the cooling down in a hydrogen-rich 
atmosphere, and after exposure to ambient conditions. 

Hydrogenisation of a diamond surface causes surface conductivity. Hydragen is 
nessecary though not sufficient to induce a high surface conductivity on 
diamond as Ristein et al. explain [RISOO]. Other physisorbed adsorbates need to 
be bound to the surface as well. Due to these impurities on the surface, 
unknown localized surface states are generated. This causes the band 
structures of the surface and the bulk to be different. The Fermi level of the 
surface tends to be higher than that of 
the bulk. With the aim of a common Fermi level for bulk and surface, electrans 
are transferred from the surface defects into the diamond creating a hole 
depletion layer with a negative space charge and leaving behind a positive 
surface charge density. The space charge profile creates a band bending profile 
as shown in Figure 111-11. 
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Figure /11-11: Band-structure of hydrogen-terminated GVD diamond 
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IV. Characterisation Techniques 

1 . Photoconductivity 

1.1. Definition 
Photoconductivity is a materials ability to increase electric conductivity with 
the introduetion of incident light. This occurs when photons strike electrens in 
the outer valenee orbital, transferring the proper amount of energy, and shoot 
them across a gap into the conduction band. So when light falls on a 
semiconductor, it can be absorbed creating free electrens and free holes, 
provided that the photon energy is sufficiently high, greater than the band gap 
energy, E9ap •. Under a voltage applied across the specimen. The electrens 
and holes will drift in opposite directions, giving rise to a net current flow. 

1.2. Photoconductivity in extrinsic semiconductors 
The presence of shallow donor or acceptor impurities can have a dramatic 
effect on the electrical properties of a semiconductor like diamond. Due to the 
energy states, coming from these impurities, that lie in the torbidden band 
gap, electrens that are trapped there, can be excited to the conduction band 
with an energy much less than E9ap. causing an increase in conductivity. Also 
electrens that are excited from the valenee band can get trapped in these 
energy states, which lead to a decrease electron flow. 
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Figure IV-1: Photo excitation of electrans from the valenee band into the 
conduction band due to the absorption of photons of energy 
hv :<!: Egap· (lntrinsic semiconductor) 
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Figure IV-2: Location of impurity stafes in the band structure 
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2. Time Of Flight (TOF) Method 

Several experimental techniques have been developed for the study of carrier 
drift mobility in semiconducting materials. The exact nature of each methad is 
largely a result of the mobility range of the material for which the technique was 
originally developed. In this sectien we will only discuss the technique that is 
used in our experiments, namely the Time-Of-Fiight (TOF) technique. 

2.1. Principles 
In a standard TOF experiment, excess charge carriers of bath signs are 
generated close to the surface of a thin specimen film. This is usually 
achieved using a short duration excitation pulse of strongly absorbed 
photons. Carriers of one sign then drift through the specimen under influence 
of an electric field E= V i I L, (with L the thickness of the sample) which is 
applied across the film via semi-transparent blocking electrades (these 
blocking electrades make sure that only primary photocurrents are measured, 
so the electron are drawn through the sample once, no other electrans enter 
the sample). The sign of the carriers, which drift through the film, is 
determined by the polarity of the applied bias. In either 

hv 

Figure /V-3: Schematic representation of standard TOF 

case, this will induce a current through the external loop. This current makes 
sure that there is no charging of the capacitor (the sample with the electrades 
can be seen as a capacitor, for it is made out of two electrades with a 
dielectric in between) and that the voltage is kept constant. This current will, 
in the ideal case, drop sharply to zero after a duration equal to the transit time 
tr of the drifting carrier packet. Th is will permit an accurate identification of the 
carrier drift mobility I! using the following equation: 

L 
Jl=tE 

T 

(IV.1) 

Each time there will be taken two measurements; first, the full current is 
measured as a tunetion of time, second, only the dark current is measured. 
The ditterenee between those two gives the photocurrent. 
In practice, the arrival times of individual carriers at the extraction electrode 
will be spread out due to diffusion. Under such conditions, it is still possible to 
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determine an average carrier transit time, from which a mean value of carrier 
drift mobility may be computed. 

ln(l) 

ln(t) 

Figure /V-4: Conventionally carrier transit putse on bath linear and 
/ogarithmic axes. 

The tast decrease of the current is due to the trapping of electrons; trapping is 
caused by impurities or sametimes by stress in the crystal. Traps are energy 
levels that lie in the bandgap. Electrens can get trapped in these states when 
they are excited trom the valenee band. The depth of the traps determines the 
chance of being released in a time smaller than the transit time. A measure 
tor the depthof the trapsis the attempt-to-escape frequency. 
Only when trapped in shallow states electrens can contribute to the current in 
the transit-time. Electrens that are trapped in deeper states are emitted again 
aftera time larger then h. and contribute to an emission current. In the study 
of goed quality crystalline semiconductors, the above type of behaviour may 
be expected. In amorphous semiconductors also, under certain 
circumstances, such a response may be observed. 
However, in some cases, the spread of the carrier packet can be so 
considerable that the identification of an average carrier transit time may not 
be possible. The reasen for such a high level of dispersion lies in the high 
concentratien of energetically distributed localized states that are inherent in 
amorphous semiconductors. lf one only concentrates on the post-transit part 
of the curve, information about the density of states in the band gap can be 
found. As a consequence, the TOF technique has become useful not only for 
the study of carrier mobility in amorphous solids but also to investigate the 
distribution of the transport limiting states. The phenomenon of ancrnaleus 
dispersion is most commonly considered in relation to the mechanism of trap 
limited band transport.[BAY96] 

2.2. Set-up 
To cbserve a transit of charge carriers through a capacitor-like specimen, 
some prerequisites have to be met. 
1. The field E(x) should be uniform to ensure a constant drift velocity vd(x) = 

lld E(x) through the sample. In a semiconductor, free charge carriers are 
always present in thermal equilibrium. When a voltage is applied, these 
carriers will screen the field, resulting in a non-uniform internal field of 
which the shape is not readily known. The time constant of the relaxation, 
known as the dielectric relaxation time tr, is equal to the product of the 
resistivity pand the permitivity E of the material (tr=pE). So when the excess 
carriers can complete a transit between the moments at which the voltage 
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is switched on and the dielectric relaxation time, the field in which they drift 
will be uniform. 

2. Carriers should be generated in a thin layer close to the top electrode i.e. 
strongly absorbed light should be used. Deeply penetrating light creates 
electrens and holes in a much broader layer resulting in a different shape 
of the pre-transit current. Also the duration of the light flash must be much 
smaller than the transit time. So the initial distribution of charge carriers 
should approximate a delta tunetion in space and in time, in the best 
possible way. 

3. The deep-trapping lifetime 'tct of the carrier must be larger than the tree 
carrier transit time t0• By deep-trapping lifetime is meant the average time it 
takes for an electron to get trapped in a deeper state. There it can either 
recombine with a hole or escape to the conduction band. lf it escapes, this 
should happen after a time larger than the macroscopie transit time tr 
because otherwise the released electron can still contribute to the pre
transit current. In other words: the deep states which determine 'tct can 
themselves be defined in terms of their release time. Whether trapping is in 
a "deep" or "shallow" state is hence dependent on both the release time of 
the trap and the transit time tr of the carriers. 

4. The front contact should be blocking in order to prevent carrier injection. 
ldeally, the back contact must be neutral or extracting to inhibit carrier 
accumulation. One way to realize a blocking front contact is to isolate the 
sample trom the electrode by means of an insulating layer. However, in 
this contiguration the non-drifting carriers tend to pile up at the front contact 
leading to a polarized sample. In view of this p/n junctions or metal
semiconductor Schottky barriers are preterred although they have the 
disadvantage that an internal field builds up in the sample. This field 
influences the photocurrent. 

5. This last prerequisite concerns the magnitude of the charge produced at 
the moment the field is applied, and the charges -Q and +0 build up at the 
front and back electrodes. Q is determined by the voltage V and the 
capacitance of the sample Cs (Q = C5V). In the TOF experiment one 
generally uses a laser flash to generate electron and hole charges -q en 
+q. The holes are drawn into the front contact reducing the charge on the 
top electrode to (-Q+q). Should one allow q to approximate Q, then the 
charge on the top electrode will be completely neutralized and the electric 
field in the vicinity of the contact will be practically zero. This leads to 
electron injection at sufficiently high laser intensity. While the field at the 
back of the charge sheet is reduced, the field at the front edge of the 
charge distribution has increased since the voltage across the sample 
remains constant. Hence the front edge of the charge sheet has a higher 
drift velocity than the back edge resulting in a rising current and a smaller 
transit time. So the current is distorted in two ways: there is the accelerated 
charge packet leading to an increasing photocurrent and there is (at 
sufficient high laser intensity) the electron injection at the front contact. 
Such distorted photocurrents are called Transient Space Charge Limited. 
To prevent such distortien one requires that q remains less than Q (q << 
C5V).[SEY89] 

2.3. Post-Transit Photocurrent 
In the above discussion one could see that with TOF, the carrier mobility's 
can be obtained. For diamond this is not that straightforward. Diamond has 
very large electron and holes mobility's (resp. 2200 cm2/Vs an 1600 cm2/Vs) 
which give rise to a very small transit time. In our project it is thus impossible 
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to do standard TOF measurements. However, TOF can give information 
about DOS when we look at the post-transit current. This is the mode we 
used throughout our project. 
lf one a ss u mes that 1) the current after the transit arises from emission of 
deeply trapped carriers and 2) the capture cross sections are energy 
independent, then the distri bution of the gap states can be calculated from the 
post-transit current. As the deeply trapped carries are kept 'frozen in' for times 
t>h in the localized states at a depth E until t = v·1exp(EikT), the post-transit 
current arises from the released carriers and as time elapses a limited energy 
range of the DOS is scanned. A different energy range can be scanned by 
changing the temperature since E=kTin(vt). 
One can see that the release time t = v·1exp(EikT) is a measure for the 
energy level of the defect. And l*t is a measure for charge in coulomb. Thus 
from the post-transit current, we can get information about the DOS in 
diamond. This is why in the following discussion we will use curves of l*t 
versus t. The larger t, the deeper the trapping states. 

2.4. The influence of the wavelengthof the laser 

..--. 
(/) 

Figure IV.5 shows three TOF-measurements performed on sample SS 
whereby the excitation wavelength, generating the charge carriers, differed 
and other experimental parameters were kept constant. Following 
wavelengths were used: 420 nm, 500 nm and 560 nm. These correspond 
respectively to energies of 3.39 eV, 2.48 eV and 2.20 eV. 

1 E-9 

<( 1E-10 
......... 
..... ... 

--560nm 
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--420nm 
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Figure /V-5: Wavelength dependenee of Post-Transit Photocurrent 

lt is obvious that the energies used are lower than the bandgap of diamond, 
which is about 5.5 eV (258 nm). This does not mean that almost no light is 
absorbed in the sample. As high quality our samples may be, there are still 
impurities present in the diamond films which cause defects states in the 
bandgap. The main intrinsic impurity present in all CVD diamond films in more 
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or lesser content is 7t-bonded carbon [MEYOO]. Furthermore, nitrogen (N) and 
its related defects (nitrogen pairs, nitrogen-vacancy complexes, ... ) are the 
most common impurities in diamond [MAI94]. In CVD diamond most N is 
incorporated in single substitutional position forming a deep donor with an 
activatien energy of 1.7 eV [FAR69]. In contradietien to the standard TOF set
up were the charge carriers are generated in a localised region at the 
substrate surface, in this case free carriers are created uniformly throughout 
the whole sample by exciting electrens and holes from occupied defect states 
to the conduction and valenee band respectively. 
Because single substitutional N leads to a donor level 1. 7 eV below the 
conduction band, one would expect that by increasing the excitation energy, 
the (N) defect-induced absorption would increase, decreasing the current 
more strongly than with a lower energy excitation. Our first results contradiets 
this line of thinking as can be seen from Figure IV.S. Because of laser lasing
problems, the measurement with 560 nm could not be repeated up till now, so 
the result can be questioned. Between the other energy values no difference 
is measured. 
An explanation for this is that nitrogen donor levels are occupied. This means 
that the Fermi level (or quasi Fermi level) is above the donor level. In that 
case free carriers can be generated by exciting carriers trom defect level into 
the CB: this can be the reason why we measure photocurrent even with sub
bandg~p illumination. 

2.5. The influence of the field across the sample 
Measurements where the only difference is the field across the sample, do 
not give-any change in the way the current decreases,. In aH case&: the drop is 
approximately the: same. The magnitude of the curre.nt: can change .but 
because, in our case, we had some difficulties with st@bi~g the inten~1ty of 
the laser pulses, we only look at the course of the curve.:, 
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Figure IV-6: Voltage dependenee of the Post-Transit Photocuffent 

3. Constant Photocurrent Method (CPM) 

The main idea of CPM is that the accupation of an energy level is not dependent 
on the energy of the incident light flro, if the photocurrent is constant. This 
photocurrent is kept constant by adjusting the intensity of the light. The number 
of electrens which can be excited to the conduction band is smaller as the 
energy of the incident photons is lower; a higher light intensity creates more free 
carriers, which gives rise to a higher photocurrent. lf the density of free carriers is 
kept constant, a constant photocurrent can be measured only if the free carrier 
mobility !Jo is constant. 
The measured photocurrent is a secondary photocurrent lph. which for electrens 
(which are the majority carriers) can be written as: 

(IV.2) 

where e is the electronic charge; N is the number of incident photons; 11 is the 
quanturn efficiency for excitation of electrons; -r the free carrier lifetime and F the 
electric field. For a thin film and for the low absorption region, the conduction 
ad<< 1 holds; canthen be simplified to: 

(IV.3) 
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lt has been shown that the dependences of R, YJ, !Jo, on fl(l) are relatively small 
and are therefore usually neglected. And the lifetime t is kept constant by 
ensuring that the density of free carriers is kept constant, which implies that the 
established occupancy of the gap states is kept unchanged. From then follows: 

1 
a(YJw )oc - (- ) 

N YJOJ 

With N(fl(l)) proportional to the light intensity l(fl(l)). 

(IV.4) 

As CPM is a photoconductive method, bulk properties should be measured. The 
influence of a detective surface layer should be kept small, which means that the 
absorption depth may not be too thin. Thus, no accurate CPM can be done at 
higher energies li(l), as a(li(l)) becomes too high. 

4. lnfluence of Electrical Centacts 

When one looks at the physical situation of electrical current flow under 
illumination, one has to consider two important things: the effect of the contacts 
and the nature of the transport of free carriers. 
The ability of the contacts to replenish carriers to maintain charge neutrality in 
the material (properties of an ohmic contact) if carriers are drawn out of the 
opposite contact by an electric field, plays a key role in determining the kind of 
phenomena observed. 
The general effect of electrical contacts between a metal and a semiconductor 
under illumination can be described in terms of three classes of contact 
behaviour: (a) blocking contacts, (b) ohmic contacts, and (c) injecting contacts. 
In the following discussing we will leave out the last one and discribe only the 
first two. The characteristic dependenee of current on applied voltage for these 
two types of contactsis shown in Figure IV.?. 

I I 

(a) (b) 

Figure IV-7: Major variations of current with applied voltage for (a) a 
blocking contact, and (b) an ohmic contact. 

A blocking contact as in Figure IV-7(a) is unable to replenish carriers created by 
photo excitation when they are drawnoutof the material by an applied field. The 
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current varies less than linearly with applied voltage and may become saturated 
at higher potentials. 
An ohmic contact as in Figure IV.7(b) is able to replenish carriers created by 
photo excitation when they are drawn out of the material by an applied electric 
field. The cantacts contributs negligibis sleetrical resistance, and current varies 
linearly with applied voltage with a slope equal to the resistance of the bulk 
semiconductor. 
In order to make measurements of the tree carriers density or the sleetrical 
conductivity in a semiconductor, it is ordinarily necessary to make sleetrical 
contact to the material, usually with metallic contacts. Alternative methods exist, 
to be sure, such as measurements of tree carrier absarptien or the time 
constants associated with the charging and discharging of thin films of the 
materiaL Both blocking and ohmic cantacts can be used to obtain such 
information. 

4.1. Blocking cantacts (Schottky barriers) 
A typical blocking contact to an n-type semiconductor is shown in Figure Vl.8. 
Such a contact is also called a rectifying contact, a non-ohmie contact, or a 
Schottky barrier. The quantity <l>o shown in the tigure is called the ditfusion 
potential and q<j>0 is equal to the ditterenee between work functions of the 
metal and the semiconductor. The barrier height Vb faced by an electron 
rnaving trom the metal to the semiconductor is larger than this by the amount 
(Ec - EF), where Ec is the energy of the bottorn of the conduction band in the 
semiconductor, and EF is the Fermi energy in the semiconductor. lf the 
concept of the electron affinity of the semiconductor Xs is introduced, then this 
barrier height can be expressedas Vb=(q<I>M- Xs) . 

--------- Ev 

Figure /V-8: A Schottky barrier b/ocking contact between a metal and an n
type semiconductor, formed when the work tunetion of the 
metal is larger than that of the semiconductor. [BUB92] 

The depletion layer in the n-type semiconductor with width wd is assumed to 
be devoid of electrons, containing only the charge of the ionised donors No+. 
In a more general situation, the charge in wd is the net uncompensated 
positive charge (No+ - NA·), if NA. ionised acceptars are also present, which 
can change under illumination. lf a voltage ditterenee is applied across such a 
blocking contact, it is evident that the observed current will depend critically 
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on the polarity of this applied voltage. Figure IV-8 shows the typical case tor 
an n-type semiconductor. lf the metal is positive, the energy levels in the 
semiconductor are raised, more electrens flow into the metal and the current 
increases exponentially with applied voltage <J>a; this is called the forward bias 
direction. lf the metal is negative, the barrier height Vb is unaffected, and a 
small current independent of applied voltage is observed. 

Metal- Metal + 

Figure /V-9: Representative variation of current with applied voltage tor a 
Schottky barrier b/ocking contact on an n-type semiconductor. 
[BUB92] 

4.2. Ohmic centacts 
A typical ohmic contact to an n-type semiconductor is shown in Figure IV-. For 
low applied voltages, such that the current flow is controlled by the resistance 
of the bulk semiconductor, a linear current vs. voltage curve is obtained. For 
higher applied voltages it becomes possible for carries injected trom the 
contact to dominate the current flow. [BUB92] 

---r---'~-· '-.::-q-1/>-M)""T,---,-r-'-- Evoc 

x, 
q.P, 

---------.,.--- Ev 

Figure /V-10: A ohmic contact between a metal and an n-type 
semiconductor, formed when the work tunetion of the metal is 
smaller than that of the semiconductor. [BUB92] 
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5. Other measuring techniques and their (dis)advantages 

5.1. DL TS (Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy) and O(Opticai)
DLTS 
This technique is one of the basis techniques for determining DOS. On the 
ether hand, this technique is not useful for diamond because it requires 
werking with Schottky diodes and finding blocking centacts on diamond is 
very difficult. Also DL TS requires sufficient current through the sample and as 
the resistance of diamond samples is very high, these requirements cannot 
be met. 

5.2. TL (Thermoluminiscence) 
With this technique radiative transitions are registered. Curves of 
Luminescence versus temperature are measured. From these curves one can 
extract energy levels where possible defects are located. This technique is 
frequently used for determining defect levels. 

5.3. TSC (Thermally Stimulated Current) 
The post-transit-current versus temperature is measured with this technique. 
From the temperature that corresponds to the highest current, one can 
determine the energy from where trappad charge carriers are released. This 
is a steady state version of the Transient Post-Transit. TSC can be 
recalculated and fitted to provide a plot of the post-transit-current versus time. 
This is however very time-consuming. 
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V. Experimental Details 

1. Samples 

1.1. Preparatien I Characteristics 
The investigated samples were undoped as grown, hydrogenised or nitrogen 
(N)-doped CVD diamond samples. The polycrystalline CVD diamond films, 
studied and discussed in this report have been grown in an ASTeX PDS17 
MW PE deposition system at IMO. The diamond films were deposited on 
(rectangular) mirror polished undoped Si substrates. After the Si substrates 
were etched away, the self-supporting CVD diamond films were used for 
TOF- and steady-state photocurrent measurements. The hydrogenised 
samples have a hydragen layer on the surface. 
In the table below, the CVD diamond samples are described. 

Table V-1: Characteristics of the samples 

~ 
Pressure MWP Temp Treatment Souree 

{Torr) (Watt) (OC) 

e 

s 

sa 134 7500 850 IMO 
S18 126 6200 840 hydrogenated IMO 

S19-1 132 7500 840 Upper side IMO 
polished 

S19-2 132 7500 840 Bath sides IMO 
polished 

N1 IMO 
DB1090 Appropriate conditions have not been disclosed De Beers 
DB1093 Appropriate conditions have not been disclosed De Beers 

1.2. Electrical cantacts 
As described before, different characterization techniques demand different 
types of contacts. 
All cantacts were evaporated on top of the diamond films after ultrasonic 
cleaning of the films with acetone. 
For TOF experiments, the cantacts are evaporated in sandwich geometry. 
Al or Au contacts, +- 45 nm thick, were evaporated onto the diamond surface. 
lnterdigitated semi-transparent (blocking) Au or Al cantacts with gaps of 251Jm 
were deposited on top of the diamond film. Square-shape contact on bottom. 
In the case of the a-Si test sample, a semi-transparent Cr layer on top and a 
Cr layer on the bottorn of the sample act as blocking contacts. 

1.2.1. Steady state photocurrent measurements 

Two coplanar Ohmic Au contacts, ± 45 nm thick, were evaporated onto the 
surface of the thin diamond films, separated by a 1 mm gap. 
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Of course here are ether possible materials, but the properties of the 
centacts depend strongly on the purity and orientation of the substrates as 
explained tor diamond in [PAN95]. 
The ohmic centacts we used on the a-Si are made of Al or Au and the ohmic 
centacts on diamond are Au-contacts. 

2. Measurements 

2.1. TOF-measurements 

tunable laser (2) 

concave mirror (3) 

0 
~ ~ 

oscilloscope 

0 computer oscilloscope 
computer 

Figure V-1: Schematic picture of the TOF set-up 

2.1.1. TOF set-up 

In Figure V-1 a picture of the time of flight set-up is shown. A tuneable laser 
(see § V.2.1.4 below) is used to produce short light flashes, the wavelength 
of these flashes is 520 nm. The laser beam is pulsed (the laser is used in 
single shot mode to allow relaxation of the sample) and the light pulses are 
directed onto the sample via an adjustable concave mirror (3, see Figure 
V-1 ). The sample (1, see Figure V-1) is fixed in the sample holder by gluing 
it to the holder with carbon paste. Silver wires are connected to the centacts 
on the surface of the sample with carbon paste. The centacts are Schottky 
Aluminium (Al) contacts. An electric field is applied across the sample by 
means of a power supply (4, see Figure V-1). This field can either be a 
pulsed or a constant DC field. A pulse generator1 is used as the bias voltage 
souree for times up to 1 ms and a DC voltage is used for longer times. This 
pulse generator is triggered by an output from the laser. The output trigger 
can be programmed as a pretrigger. lt can lead the laser pulse by 
approximately 150 IJS (see Figure V-2 Trigger 8). A digital oscilloscope2 

registers the maasurement 
A matching resistance R of 50 n is put between the sample and the digital 
oscilloscope when measuring in the short time regimes. This input 
resistance is increased in longer time windows up to at maximum 1 Mn, 
which is the input resistance of the scope. Great care has to be taken that 
the RCtot time is kept small enough to enable measurements in the current 

1 Tii TG1304 programmabie tunetion generator. 
2 Tektronix TDS 620 B 
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mode3
. The effect of the rise time is seen as a rounding of the initia! rise and 

decay of the photocurrent. Experimentally the rise time can be determined 
trom the current decay after the application of a voltage step. The actual 
photocurrent is equal to Vosc I R after several times this AC-product, with Vosc 
the measured voltage by the scope. 

Laser pulse A 
___. ..,_ -380 ns 

__ r_ri-gg_e_r_A _____________________ t_ix_e_d ______ ~~~-------------
Trigger B 

I f I I 
Variabie through software trom 150 ~s l 

i 
befere trigger A to -6.2 ms after \ 

1 t = o 
Figure V-2: Relationship between synchronization signals 

A pulsed signal coming trom the laser (TTL-signal) is used to trigger the 
oscilloscope: the TTL and the signal trom the sample are connected to the 
digital oscilloscope. The asciiloscape starts registering the signal when it 
receives a trigger trom the rising slope of the TTL-signal. The oscilloscope 
records the transient voltage drop. This trigger has the lewest jitter with 
respect to the output laser pulse. The interval between the trigger and the 
appearance of a laser pulse is nearly constant, with a jitter of < 0.5 ns.(see 
Figure V-2 Trigger A) 
For the relationship between the synchronization signals, see Figure V-2. 
The data are sent to the computer tor further processing. A control program 
written in LabView runs the measurement. For each measurement first the 
photocurrent is measured, foliowed by the dark current. In the processing of 
the data, first we subtract the dark current trom the photocurrent. 

2.1.2. Sample positioninq 

The sample is placed in the sample holder and positioned on the table in 
such a way that the semi-transparent contact on the sample is illuminated. 
This means that adjustment of the position of the mirror 3 might be 
necessary. (see Figure V-1). 

3 In the current mode one has RC101 « tr. Due to immediate charge restoration in the capacity one can 
measure a conduction current: the voltage across R is proportional to the photocurrent. This last 
contiguration is used in our setup. 
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The sample is fixed in the sample holder by gluing it to the holder with 
carbon paste. Silver wires are connected to the cantacts on the surface of 
the sample with carbon paste. 

2.1.3. Electric field 

By using a DC power supply 4, a field across the sample is applied that will 
cause a charge transport through the sample. The applied fields were of the 
order of 104 V/m. 
The power supply was also triggered by the laser as mentioned in sectien 
2.1.1 . 

2.1.4. Tuneable laser 
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Figure V-3: lnfinity-XPO opticallayout 

1. Diode-Pumped Solid-State Oscillator 
2. Faraday Isolator 
3. Amplifier Assembly 
4. Rod-Rod Relay System 
5. Phase Conjugate Mirror 
6. Monitor Photodiodes 
7. Harmonie Generators 
8. Relay Image Telescape 

Weusedan the lnfinity-XPO (2, see Figure V-1), this is a compact, broadly 
tunable, optica! parametrie oscillator (OPO) that fits inside the lnfinity™ 
Nd:YAG laser4 head. The lnfinity third harmonie at 355 nm pumps the 
lnfinity-XPO with variabie energy and repetition rates trom 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz. 
Employing a Porro prism, the system is tunable from 420 nm to 2200 nm, 
with good beam quality and low divergence. 

System specifications 

Pump Laser 
Laser Type 
Wavelength 
Repetition Rate 
Pulse width 
Mode 

lnfinity Nd:YAG 
355 nm 
Single-shot to 100 Hz 
2.5 to 4 ns 
Top-hat profile 

2.1.5. Computer program and data acguisition 

A self-designed LabView program acquires the data. A name can be given 
to every maasurement and with this name a Iogbook-entry is generated 
where all parameters of the maasurement are registered so they can be 
recalled later. The control of the laser is done by software supplied by 
Coherent. The processing of the data is done by self-designed LabView 
program that matches the measured curves. (see §V.2.2 below) A 

4 Coherent lnfinity™ Nd:YAG Laser System with optional Seeond Harmonie Generation (SHG) and Third 
Harmonie Generation (THG). 

(6) 
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schematic view of the link-up of the computer to the measuring apparatus is 
given in Figure V-1. 

Peculiarities 

As was mentioned in before: to measure the transit time of electrens in 
diamond several prerequisites have to be met. 
Therefore we measure the capacity of the samples, we look at the IV-curve 
to check if the centacts are of the Schottky type. The capacities of our 
samples are in the order of picoFarad. Since the theoretica! mobility of 
electrens and holes in diamond is 2200 cm2Ns and 1600 cm2Ns 
respectively, the transit time will be in the order of nanoseconds. This means 
that the resistance over which we measure should be chosen so that 't = 
RC, is smaller than tr. So, R should be in the order of 101 n. Because of the 
limitations of our set-up, we were toreed to look only at the post transit 
regime, this can be done by choosing a larger resistance, as mentioned 
before. 
We chose the wavelengthof the laser to be approximately 420 nm (2.9 eV). 
In this way we are exciting charge carriers all over the sample, as well in the 
bulk as on the surface. 

V 

b 
Figure V-4: Electric scheme of the TOF-setup. 

2.2. Data processing and Matching program 
Figure V-5 shows a TOF photocurrent trace, which is measured up toabout 1 
millisecond. One cannot discriminate the pre-transit photocurrent and the 
transit time itself because of the very high mobility of electrens and holes in 
diamond. Only an illustration of the rapid decay in the post-transit time can be 
given. After an abrupt drop, when most of the carriers are extracted out of the 
sample, a slowly decaying current is observed. This decay is due to electrons, 
which are released out of deeper lying traps. The maasurement of such a 
long decay is relatively straightforward. Time is plotted on a logarithmic axis 
over several decades; such range requires separate measurements over 
different time intervals. By increasing the resistance between digitiser and 
sample, smallerand smaller currents can be measured. The usefulness of the 
different resistances is apparent when we look at Figure V-6. By using a large 
resistance one can maasure very small currents at a large time, but as one 
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can see the beginning of the curve cannot be used. Here the capacitance of 
the sample plays an important role, the larger the resistance R, the larger RC, 
and the later in time the signa! is reliable. So to measure in the nanoseconds 
range one uses an small resistance and this R increases as the time 
increases. 
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Figure V-5: Fu/1 time of flight photocurrent trace measured at room 
temperature. 
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Figure V-6: mustration of the usefulness of using different resistances 
while measuring in the post-transit regime. (pink: 
matching curve; b/ue: measurement with 100k ohm) 
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The different plots can be matched ene to another as indicated on in Figure 
V-5. In the matching procedure, programmed in LabView, the resistance ratio 
between two plots has to be taken into account to obtain the correct vertical 
scale. To find the exact matching point, the slopes of two curves are 
compared over several intervals. On matching slopes, the secend curve (the 
ene measured with the largest resistance) replaces the first from that point 
on. The matching VI , "Equal segments", is described in appendix B. 

2.3. Steady-State Photocurrent (PC)-measurements 

Lock-in ~ computer 

lock-in (3) 0 
rDeference coDmputer~ preamplifier 

I ' I I 0 
' 1 \ pyrodetector (10) 

chopper (6) filter I '- 1 
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Figure V-7: Schematic picture ofthe CPM-set-up 

A schematic picture of the steady-state photocurrent set-up is shown in Figure 
V-7. 
Electric fields, of the order of 1 04 vm-1

, are applied a cross the sample. The 
photocurrent is generated using chopped (± 13Hz) monochromatic light from 
a halogen lamp, using a monochromator and appropriate filters. The 
monochromatic light beam is focussed on the sample and via a beamsplitter 
monitored using a pyrodetector. This makes it possible to correct the 
photocurrent signa! for ditterences in intensity in the lamp spectrum. Both 
signals are detected by lock-in technique, using an EG&G7260 and a SR830. 
All measurements were done at room temperature. More details conceming 
the experimental set-up, including figure, can be found in Ref. [HAE99]. 



Vl. Results and Discussion 

1. Introduetion 

As mentioned before we used the TOF-set-up to get an idea of the Density of 
States (DOS) of our diamond-samples. 8ecause of reasens mentioned in the 
previous chapter, this is done by looking at the post-transit-time current. Several 
measurements have been carried out on our samples. One can find a list of 
parameters of the different measurements in T able Vl-1. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Tab/e V/-1: Summary of the parameters corresponding to different 
measurements performed on various diamond samples. 

~ 
Wave Voltage Centacts Treatment 
length (V) 
(nm) e 

081 420 10 Sandwich Al 
081 500 10 Sandwich Al 
081 560 10 Sandwich Al 
sa 420 10 Sandwich Al 
sa 420 100 Sandwich Al 
sa 420 300 

. -. 
Sandwich Al 

081 420 -10 Sandwich Al 
S19-1 420 10 Sandwich Al Upper side polished 
S19-2 420 10 Sandwich Al 8oth sides polished 
S1a 420 10 Sandwich Al Hydrogenated 
S1a 420 10 Sandwich Al After 2 h at 200° C 

S19-1 420 10 Sandwich Al After 2 h at 200° C 
S19-1 420 10 Sandwich Al After 4.5 h at 450° C 
081 420 10 Sandwich Au 
N1 420 10 Sandwich Al 
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2. Measurements and discussion 

2.1. Hydrogenated versus Polished 

--818 hydrogenised 
------ 819-2 2 sides polished 
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Figure Vl-1: mustration of the effect of hydrogenisation of diamond samples 

Figure Vl-1 shows the measurements of three samples with different surface 
treatments. As mentioned in Table Vl-1 , sample S18 is hydrogenated, S19-1 
is polished only on the upper side (the side that is illuminated by the laser) 
and S19-2 is polished on both sides. The post-transit current does notseem 
to be influenced by the polishing of the samples, but hydragenation shows an 
interesting feature. 
The current does not show an evenly steep decrease as with the polished 
samples. This can mean that free charge carriers caused by the 
hydragenation are injected in the sample and take part in the carrier transport. 
The distribution of defects is more constant with hydrogenated samples that 
with the 'as grown'-samples. The 'as grown'-samples show less deep trapping 
states. 
By reversing the hydrogenisation process, we can check the influence of 
surface conductivity. Annealing of the samples can decrease the surface 
conductivity as measured by Maier et al. [MAIOO]. (see Figure Vl-2) 
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Figure Vl-2: Surface conductance of plasma hydrogenated diamond single 
crystal as a tunetion of annealing temperafure in air. 

2.2. The influence of annealing 
Annealing of the samples causes evaporation of the adsorbates on top of the 
hydrogenated sample S 18. The hydrogen does not evaporate until annealing 
up to 700-800°C. Theether adsorbants like CO, CH, ... can leave the surface 
at temperature of about 200°C, causing the surface conductivity to decrease. 
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Figure Vl-3: The effect of annealing on the photocuffent in hydrogenated 
diamond samples. 

When the adsorbants leave the surface, the related localised surface states 
disappear, causing the valenee band of the hydrogenated sample to bend 
less. This means that there are less free carries left and the surface 
conductivity decreases. On our measurements we can see that the post 
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transit current also decreases after the annealing of 2 hours at 200°C. We 
can thus assume that there is a link between the decreasing surface 
conductivity and the decreasing post transit current. But because of the many 
uncertainties in the nature of surface conductivity, no definite conclusions can 
be drawn trom this. 

2.3. Electrans versus Holes 
Because we are generating charge carriers all over the sample, thus in the 
bulk and not only in a thin upper layer, we cannot distinguish electrens trom 
holes. In the case of diamond it is nevertheless assumed that we are 
measuring the holes because diamond is a p-type materiaL By reversing the 
field over the sample, one cannot cbserve a real ditterenee in response. This 
is illustrated in Figure Vl-4. 

1E-9 

.......... 
(/) 

~ 1E-10 

-... 
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- - holes 
-- electrens 

1 E-4 1 E-3 
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Figure Vl-4: Photocurrent measurements on holes and electrans 

2.4. Doped versus Undoped 
Doping of samples can generate trapping states in the band gap. Electrens 
that are trapped there can be released in time. The post-transit current is 
caused by release of these electrons. On can know the energy level of the 
trap by measuring the time where electrens are released. 
From our measurements little ditterenee can be noticed between the doped 
and undoped sample. This can be explained by the tact that N-defects are 
positioned at about EA=1 .7 eV and that by calculating the escape-timet with: 

in which vo is the attempt to escape frequency which is 1013 Hz, t is larger 
than in the order of miU~conds . Unfortun~tely, .with our set-up we could not 

' ~\• 

measure for such long ti~s to check this. · · ' 
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Figure V/-5: Photocurrent measurements of doped and undoped diamond 
samples 

2.5. Al vs Au contacts 
Because we had doubts about the nature of our contacts, we tested them by 
taking IV curves. The samples are contacted by two needies as illustrated on 
the picture. The hydrogenated sample had a lower resistance due to the 
hydrogen on top. The IV curve showed that the Al-contact on top was a 
Schottky contact. The annealed sample has a resistance that is much higher, 
in the order of Gn. Measuring an IV curve on this sample is difficult because 
of the limitations of the used set-up. The currents through the sample are that 
small that our SIN ratio is too small to conclude anything about the contacts. 
However, based on literature [PAN95], we assume that they are Schottky. 
The gold centacts are assumed to be ohmic. 
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Figure Vl-6: Schematic picture of the way the I_ V measurements 
occurred. 

We took measurements on the same sample using different contacts. 
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Figure Vl-7: The effect of Al versus Au contact on diamond samples. 

Using different materials to deposit centacts on the samples does obviously 
generate a remarkable difference in the post transit current. Since we assume 
that the Al centacts are Schottky and the gold ones are ohmic, the kind of 
contact has great influence. 
This can beseen from Figure Vl.?. Ohmic centacts keep injecting new charge 
carriers, ones all traps are filled a constant current will flow through the 
sample. Schottky contacts, on the other hand, will block any new charge 
carriers, the carriers inside the sample get rapped and the post-transit current 
decreases very fast. 



VIl. Conclusions 
Time of Flight set-ups are used to characterise Silicium. On this material the 
techniques was successfully applied. This is why we chose to use the TOF-technique 
to characterise diamond. 
The set-up was build, programmed and tested at IMO. An important part of our work 
was to write a program that could match the measured currents in the different time
intervals. For reasens explained in chapter IV, it is not possible to measure the whole 
post transit current in one time. We used Silicium samples trom Leuven as a 
reference to test our set-up. Our set-up generates the same results on Silicium as 
registered in Leuven. Therefore we can conclude that the set-up we build was 
appropriate to do TOF measurements on diamond. 
This is however not an evident choice. Diamond is in many respects a very unusual 
materiaL Standard TOF measurements on diamond were not possible because of the 
high mobility's of electrens and holes in diamond, as mentioned in chapter IV. 
Therefore, we focused on post transit currents. Post-transit current carry intermation 
about the DOS states. Carriers get trapped in defect states and are released after a 
time proportional to the energy level of the trap. Plotting the product of the post
transit current and the time versus the time gives intermation about the DOS, 
because l*t is a measure tor charge. 
The analyses of the post transit current is not straight forward. Many phenomena 
have to be accounted tor, and thus to describe defects in diamond, TOF is not yet the 
most appropriate method. lt can however show interesting effects, like the influence 
of surface conductivity, doping, and the use of different contacts. 
The post-transit is influenced by the surface treatment, like hydrogenation. For 
hydrogenated samples it is ditticuit to find definite conclusions about DOS because of 
the extra tree carriers that take part in the current. 
An important conclusion that can be drawn trom our measurements is that the type of 
centacts on the sample is very important. To measure post transit-currents, Schottky 
centacts are needed. 
This is the first time that TOF is used to measure the DOS in diamond. A lot of work 
is still needed to create a full analyses technique to describe what happens in the 
bandgap of diamond, but TOF is a technique that is worth investigating. 
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Appendices 

A. Effective Mass 
We will introduce the concept of effective mass by using a semi classica! picture: 
an argument that is half classica! and half quanturn mechanica!. The quanturn 
mechanica! part lies in the tact that the motion of an electron is governed by a 
wave, and that the velocity of the electron is equal to the group velocity Vgroup of 
the wave, that is, the velocity of envelope, of the wave packet. We can find that 
the group velocity is given by: 

dE 
V = 

group dp 

where Eis the energy of the partiele and pis its momentum. 

(A-1) 

In the case of a tree particle, we can readily show that the group velocity is equal 
to the partiele velocity. Fora tree particle, the energy 

1 2 P2 

E + - mv part1c1e = -
2 2m 

(A-2) 

Therefore 

Although we have shown that group V 9raup = Vparticle tor the tree partiele case only, 
it can be shown that the relation holds even when the partiele is not tree, such as 
the case of an electron in a lattice. 
Eq. (A-4) defines the group velocity in termsof the energy E and the momenturn 
of the particle. As we have seen in the Kronig-Penney model, the energy often 
expressed in terms of the wave vector k. lt is convenient, therefore, to define the 
group velocity in terms of E and k. This can be done by using de Brogue's 
relation P= h/À. and the tact that À = 2rr/k. Combining these equations, we have p 
= nk and hence dp = ndk. Substituting this result fordpin Eq. (A-4), we obtain 

1 dE 
V = - 

group n dk (A-4) 

The classica! part of the argument uses the definition trom mechanics that if a 
force does work dW on a particle, the energy of that partiele increases by the 
sa me amount: dE = dW. Applying this to the present case, we have 

dx 
dE= dW = eEdx = eE- dt = eEv 

9
dt 

dt 
(A-5) 

The rate at which the energy of the partiele is changing is therefore 
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dE -eEv dt g 

Appendices 

(A-6) 

We also know trom Newton's law that when a force acts on a particle, it will be 
accelerated. By definition, the acceleration a is 

dv partiele dv g a= =-
dt dt 

Substituting (A-4) For v9 we obtain 

1 d dE 
a= ---

tz dt dk 

lnterchanging the order of the differentiation of E, we may write 

Substituting tor dE/dt yields 

lt fellows that 

Rearranging terms, we get 

1 d dE 
a=---

tz dk dt 

eE dv9 a=--
tz dk 

1 d 2 E 
a= ---eE 

tz 2 dk2 

tz2 
eE= - -a 

d 2E 

dk2 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

(A-1 0) 

(A-11) 

(A-12) 

Noting that eE is the force of the externally applied electric field, we conclude 
that (A-12) has the ferm F=ma, where 

tz2 • 
m = -

2
- and m is the effective mass. 

dE 
dk2 
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B. Matching VI: Equal Segments 
Equal segments: 0[0 .. 21 

Curve A base and curve 8 base contain some negative time-values at the 
beginning. These are caused by the pre-trigger while measuring. 
To avoid problems during processing these negative values will be ignored. 

B.iii 

~ while-loop: the time-values are run through from i=O to i=m, where mis the index 
of the first value 2: 0. 

Now only the point from A en 8 where the time-value is 2: 0, will be retained. 
(values where i 2: m) =>curve A and curve 8. 
Afterwards we maasure the amount of values in A and 8. => # meetptn A and # 
meetptn 8 
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Equal seqments: 1 [0 .. 21 

Curve A and curve B will be compared, and one has to find the place in time 
where the slopes of A and Bare similar and both negative. To do this, the curves 
are divided in intervals of an equal amount or points. 
Length = amount of points per interval 
Shift= amount of points the interval will shift with each comparison. 

shift 

lenath 

Time-interval A (tlength-to)A = int A } 
. time-scale tor A and B are not necessarily the same 

B (tlength-to)s = Int B 

Because we work with different delay-times curve B can start later than curve A. 
thus we must find the point in A (=C1) that corresponds to the point in B 
(=index2) from which you wanttostart to compare. 

B[index2,.] = tindex2,B 
With the tunetion "Threshold 1 D array" in Lab View, one can find the index, C1, in 
A for which the time value is approximately tindex2,B· 

While-loop 

In the while-loop, the slopes of the intervals are being compared. When the 
slope of B equals the slope of A within a certain range and both slopes are 
negative, the loop will stop. An index is being kept in the loop. 

i x shift+C1= index 

h 11
. A (yindex+length - Yindex) A e 1ng =------~------~ 

int A 
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i x shift + index2 = n 

helling B = (y n+length - Y n )B 

intB 

=> control: helling BE [helling A-?%, helling A+?%] 

when the slopes never match the loop will stop after [(# meetptn A- C1 -

length)/length] times. 

Eg u al Seqments: 2[0 .. 2] 

~' ··· 
-----···"" -- - --'~'>-' 

~I> 
,G> 

~:~ 
I Mltchf ie opslaan I 

B.v 

When the matching interval is found, the index from the while-loop is used to 
determine where tostop plattingAand start replacing A by B. To makesure the 
matching occurs fluently, one can shift curve B vertically. 

Plot curve A: 

Plot curve B: 

points 0 ~ index 

findex,A - findex2,B = j 
incrB 

points j ~ #meetptn B 

vertical shift B: _ _ _____ Y_ J=-·,a _______ = x 
Yindex,A - heliingA · tindex, A + heliingA · tj,B y 

if 0 ~ x/y => x/y := 1 
0 < x/y => x/y 

The y-values from B will be divided by x /y, causing the B-curve to shift vertically 
and improving the matching. 

The matching-curve is the result of putting curve A and B together. 
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